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Big bash,
Big blast!
Editorial:

Smoking
under nre
Show me
da movies!
P9 ' 3

"Wr
£'lch year at this time, the
jjr
American Cancer Society conducts its one-day campaign known
as the "Great American Smokeout".
This year, the date is Thursday,
November 20th. On this date, the Cancer
* Society reminds smokers of the dangers of
tobacco use and encourages tobacco users to quit.
ASUOP and the UOP School of Pharmacy are join
ing the crusade by sponsoring a series of events during
the week before the Smokeout. On Thursday,
& November 13th, Patrick Reynolds, a nationally-known
ft advocate for smoking cessation, will be speaking at 7
H pm in Faye Spanos Hall. The title of his speech will
Kg be, "Tobacco Wars: The Battle for a Smoke-Free
Hi America". Everyone is encouraged to attend this
•I free event.
•
Students from the school of pharmacy are coordiiSL nating informational booths in McCaffrey Center to
« pass out fliers and to offer support to anyone who
U wants to quit smoking. These booths will be
staffed daily on November 13 and 14, and again
cj on November 17 through 20, from 11 am to 2 pm.
*V Stop by the booth and ask questions or collect the
|free brochures and gifts that will be available.
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Pacifican
News
In Brief
HOP Class Donates Funds
To Cancer Research
Efforts of public relations
[ students at University of
the Pacific resulted in a
I donation of $1,500 to the
American Cancer Society
October 28. A presentation
of the check by the class and
[ Floyd was made in front of
Knoles Hall
on
the
[ University campus.
The class sponsored !o
booth at the recent UOP Fall
Festival after receiving a
| donation and challenge
from Bill Floyd, general
manager of Bell-Carter
Packaging and a communi
cation graduate of the
University. Floyd donated
| S200 to the class as a budget
| to plan a fund-raising
booth.
"Bill Floyd also donated
$500 to UOP, in recognition
of the results of the stu
dents'
efforts,"
said
Professor
Carol
Ann
I Hackley, who teaches the
I class.
Study Shows Neiv CEOs
I Drive Up
Short-Term
| Profits To Look Good
A new
study
by
University of the Pacific
business Professor James
Fief to be published in the
| Journal of Business Ethics
, ]0WS that newly appoint| ed chief administrative offi
cers cut allocations to long,emi 'nvestment areas to
nve UP short-term profits
° secure their positions.
ieU
who holds the
e t c h e r - J o n e s
tntrepreneurship Chair in
s Eberhardt School of
R I
business, conducted the
study with Profes sor Jeffrey
garrison of the College of
B^iness Administration at
v
flor.C"' ersity of Central

the Office of
University Relations

Rape: The
other four
letter word
Two hundred
students attend
Week of Action
ceremony
LY TSANG
Pacifican Staff Writer

The cast: Students show their school spirit.

The producers: Geri Zeiker and Jon Baggett.

A bashing time at Hand Hall Lawn
First annual Halloween party brings live band, Rocky Horror to UOP
LY TSANG
Pacifican Staff Writer

Permission the Breathe, a TriDelta responded, "I think
live band. The Rocky Horror it's a great to get the student
Picture Show was showed body involved and have an
Three pre-school age chil on a 15-foot by 20-foot alcohol-free night. It's all in
dren started the party at screen. The night ended with pure fun."
"I think it's really great,"
Halloween Bash on October the Wild Video Dance Party.
"Guess how many candies said Marc Duva, a freshmen
30th. Dressed in a princess'
dress, a pastel colored jump are in the jar" reads a sign at from Delta College who
suit, and a red dress with the Tri Delta table. The win wore a black dress and had a
white pokadots, these little ner will receive two tickets spike collar around his neck.
children danced to the beat to Delta Desserts, Tri Delta's When asked why he decided
philanthropy project in to dress in drag he respond
of Permission to Breathe.
T h e f i r s t A n n u a l which all proceeds will be ed, "Rocky Horror all the
to
Children's way."
Halloween Bash was spon donated
When
"I want people to have a
sored by ASUOP and RHA. Cancer Research.
The night started at 6:30p.m. asked to comment about the good time. I hope people
with the performance of event, Michele Ragsdale of
See Party, page 5

Islam Awareness Week
Monday, November 10:
"Interfaith Dialogue: A dis
cussion on the prophets from
Christian, Jewish, and
Islamic
perspective."
McCaffrey Theater, 7p.m.
Tuesday, November 11:
Public
Education
and
Islam."
Bechtel Center,
7p.m.
Wednesday, November 12:
Movie: "Lion of the Desert.
Bechtel Center, 6p.m.
Thursday, November 13:
Dinner gathering. Bechtel
Center, 5p.m.
Friday, November 14:
uma' Prayer. Common
Room, 1:30p.m."Discovering
slam."
Bechtel Center,
7p.m.

RAPE. It's a word that
strikes fear in all women. It's
a word that dehumanizes its
victim. It's a word that hap
pens every six minutes in
America.
The Week of Action was
developed to "break the
silence" about rape and sexu
al violence at UOP. Founded
by students and staff, the
Week of Action quickly got
support from Residential
Hall Association, Office and
Residential
Life
and
Housing, and Educational
Activities Committee.
"To acknowledge that
there is a lot of violence hap
pening on campus and in the
community in general," said
Week of Action Committe
member, Fran Murphy, when
asked about the goal of the
See Action, page 4

Students ready for Islam Awareness Week
Week long celebration to include dialogue, speakers, prayer and food
SOTERA FACUNDO
BARKER
Pacifican Staff Writer
Have you ever wondered
how many denominations
exist among students at
UOP? Have you ever wanted
to learn more about other
religions?
You will be able to explore
one religion when the
Muslim Student Association
hosts Islam Awareness Week
from November 10-14. The
week-long event will include
an Interfaith Dialogue, guest
speakers, a movie, dinner
and a presentation on Friday,

Novemberl4. All events are Jaffer, MSA member.
Islam Awareness Week
sponsored by COPA.
The purpose of the week- will focus on the five pillars
long event is to inform stu of Islam by presenting daily
dents about Muslims and events. The observation of
gain a better perspective of the first pillar of Islam, faith,
Muslims on campus said begins on Monday, in the
graduate student and MSA McCaffrey Theater with
"Interfaith Dialogue: A dis
member Nagat Eltareb.
"We want to let students cussion on the prophets from
on campus know how a Christian, Jewish, and
diverse of a population we Islamic perspective."
"It's a good opportunity
are," said Eltareb, "and in
that way expand the image of for UOP students to know
about cultures of other stu
Muslims."
"The basis for all Muslims dents," said UOP Chaplain
is the same but there are just Dr. Mark A. Zier, a panel
different ways of practicing," member for Monday's disSee Islam pageS
said freshman Janmohamed
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Interested in
being an
Attorney?
HUMPHREYS COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF LAW
Law School Information Meeting
Tuesday, November 11,1997
7:00 P.M.
6650 Inglewood Ave.
At Benjamin Holt Drive

I Mf!

Stockton • (209) 478-0800
Call for Reservations
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Action

continued from page 3

event. She adds,"We're hop
ing that we've sparked a
debate on campus."
Many events took place
throughout the week includ
ing a presentation on date
rape, a panel discussion with
community leaders about
violence prevention, and an
information booth at the
Halloween Bash.
A highlight was the "Take
Back the Night Rally and
Celebration" on October
29th, when 200 UOP students
(126 women and 75 men)
gathered at the McCaffrey
Center to speak out against
rape and sexual violence.
After the opening remarks,
the men attended an open
forum on issues of sexual

assault, while the women
marched and chanted around
campus with candles in their
hands.
The women were not
marching alone that night.
Millions of other women
around the world were also
marching
with
candles
"lighting the path along the
way."
The first march on this
nature took place at Rome,
Italy in 1976 where 10,000
women and children partici
pated to "reclaim their right
to walk safely at night." This
march inspired
women
around the world to organize
rallies, the first march in the
United States taking place at
San Francisco in 1982.
Women support groups
have come up with creative
ways for victim-survivors of

TEAM LEGENDS
SCREENPRINTING
EMBROIDERY

sexual violence to deal with
their emotions. One such
project is the Clothesline
Project from the Stockton's
Women's
Center.
The
Clothesline Project is an
empowering project where
victim/survivors of rape,
molestation, sexual abuse or
incest express their emotions
and vent their rage on Tshirts which are hung up on a
clothesline.
There is a display of the
Clothesline Project in the
McCaffrey Center Recreation
Area.
"(UOP) Administration
seems to be responding to
student's call for action," said
Fran Murphy. "Now is the
beginning
of
concrete
responses and policy from
the University. At this stage,
it appears that the adminis
tration is taking responsibili

ty-"

The Week of Action will
become an annual event that
will take place during the last
week of October.

T-SHIRTS/ HATS/ JACKETS/ MUGS/ PENS,
KEYCHAINS/ & MORE!!
BRING IN THIS AD AND RECEIVE 5%
3* OFF THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN

10% Discount to UOP students

STUDIOS • 1-2 BEDROOMS .TOWNHOUSE.

JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION:
4627 E. FREMONT/ STOCKTON
460-2474 FAX:469-4589

! 209)477-5264 VENETIA^
1540M.JSAI:: WAY
Sk.O.-R.N,CA 95207
ft-cv>» >vus .Vv>svrrjSv
N» wK X »»•.•* .V-xv.x r.vr.f

'indents! You made the RIGHT choice to attend UOP...
now, make the RIGHT choice to shop at Warehouse Car Stereo.
Diablo

Svstem Includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Custom Wiring Harness
Starter Disable
Flashing Lights
Lifetime Warranty
Hood Pin * Led
Installed most ears

$249.00

M Mi F

• 120 Watt amplifer Built-in
• Dual Pro-Amp Output
• 2.7 Volts @ 330 ohms Pre-Amp
• 3-Year Warranty • ESN Technology
• 1-Year Theft Replacement Guarantee
• Winner Of 7 Audio/'
^ 2 "70 00
Video Awards For 1997 V0 '

mm I

429 E. March Lane, Suite B • Stockton * 474-1774
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continued from page 3

cussion.
"The more we can do to
promote this kind of mutual
understanding, the better we
will all be," said Dr. Zier."
On Tuesday, "Islam in the
Public Educational System"
will be discussed. The obser
vation of the second pillar of
Islam, prayer, will be held
throughout the day in the
Commons Room.
"Lion of the Desert" will
be shown in Bechtel Center
Wednesday at 7pm. The third
pillar is charity. People
attending the movie are
asked to bring canned food
to be donated to needy fami
lies in the Stockton area.
On Thursday, dinner will
be served at 5pm in the
Bechtel Center, following a
day of fasting, the fourth pil
lar of Islam. MSA encourages
everyone to fast from sunrise

to sunset.
The pilgrimage to Mecca is
the fifth pillar of Islam. It will
culminate the week-long
event with "Discovering
Islam" in Bechtel Center at
7pm.
"We want to present Islam
in the true light, counter to
what the media portrays,"
said Daniel Hurtado, presi
dent of MSA.
For more information call
Rakan Tarabzoni at 952-4445.

Party._

continued from page 3

here get into the festive spir
it," said Bryan, a band mem
ber of Permission to Breathe.
This is a special perfor
mance for Erie, the lead gui
tarist, because he grew up in
Stockton. He enjoys playing
in front of his family and
friends.
Other student organiza
tions were also present. The
Week of Action Committee

distributed literature to
"promote awareness and
prevention of sexual vio
lence."
The Vietnamese
Students Association had a
ping-pong toss in which stu
dents could win a talking

poster. And Kilusan Pilipino
sold lumpia at the event.
ASUOP plans to provide
other "fun and entertaining
social events for the students
of UOP" in the future.

FOCMAI

CONNECTION
II

Tuxedo Rentals

II

$39.95

An Additional 20% off for UOP Students

By The Way We're Open:
Mon-Fri
Saturday
Sunday

With This Coupon
Includes: Tuxedo Coat & Pants, Cumberbund
and Tie, Suspenders, Studs and Cufflings.

8am-11pm
Noon-11pm
Noon-10pm

Come In Early For Best Selection
Hours:
Mon 10-8
Tue-Thur 10-6
Fri 10-8
Sat 10-S
Sun 12-5

Manteca
239-5511
HON. Main

Humphreys College
LSAT Prep Class

»

WHAT YOU WILL
RECEIVE WITH OUR COURSE:
l.

2.

3.

4.

Service

Must Bring Coupon at Time of Order

Sales

Network
Support

\

COMPAQ,
Pa....
Compaq

tk
Apple

3# Packard Bell IBM

Complete Coursebook including lessons and homework in the form of
practice tests with explanations. This will help you apply the skills and
techniques taught in class.
Two full length released LSATs.
Computer analysis of performance on released Diagnostic Tests 1 and 2,
pinpointing strengths and weaknesses. This information should help you
focus your study time.
America Online computer software which will enable you to access Kaplan
Online containing a practice LSAT with numerous analysis functions.

Printers
& Laptops
New and
Refurbished
Computers
Upgrades

life

$275.00 pre-paid (no college credit)
—compare to others costing $700.00+!

Repair

brother

On-Site
Service

'Some Restrictions Apply

Custom Built
Computers

Cost:

Support

firntbor

hates/limes: Satuday 8:30am Until 1:00pm December 27th

Stockton
477-2442
702 Porter Ave
Pacific and Porter

me

Enrollment is limited. Pre-registration is required.

Call Us For All Your
Computer Needs!
EMERGENCY SERVICE AVAILABLE!

Walk-ins Are Accepted

Call now to reserve
your seat in class!

v* -4

""e

6650 Inglewood Ave @ Ben. Holt Dr.
Stockton, CA 95207 209-478-0800

?*

Ralplft Software ft Computers

•

*^

429 East March Lane, Suite. C
(Just East 01 FOOD 4 LESS, March Lane & El Dorado)

SOFTWARE &
COMPUTERS

J
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EDITORAL
"^1
...TO STOP SWDWNG
... WEAR TOUR
SEATBELT
...EM TOUR
VEGETABLES
...STAY OUT
OF THE SUN
... LOSE WEIGHT

©OO
BUCRLEYCUR RIPS IN
" THE BACK SEAT
... TALK ABOUT RACE
US£ A CONDON
.,.VOLUNTEER
... EAT LESS REP
NEAT *

Quote of the
Week

Weekly news for the UOP community

"Those that
create their
own liberty
must defend
even their
enemy from
oppression,
test he sets a
precedent that
may reach
himself."
-Thomas Paine

Is the U.S. government the tobacco gestapo?
Does the word tobacco
send a tingle up your spine?
Do you cringe at the sight or
smell of someone smoking a
pipe, cigar or cigarette? Are
you more afraid of inhaling
their second-hand smoke
than inhaling car exhaust
when walking down a street?
Who or what do you think
created and reinforces these
fears?
Tobacco seems to be a pri
mary target of anti-freedom
zealots. Many anti-tobacco
activists think that tobacco is
the leading cause of cancer in
the U.S. Furthermore, much
of their logic stems from their
assumption that because they
have no choice over the con
tent of the air they breathe,
non-smokers should have the
right to not endure tobacco
smoke. The essential ques
tion becomes, where do we
draw the line?
Tobacco is not the only car
cinogen in the air you
breathe. A study published in
January, 1996, from the
"Report from Mobile Sources
Emissions
Division
of

Environment Canada," exam
ined what exactly is in the air
we breathe as a result of auto
mobile exhaust. It is impor
tant to realize the study was
not conducted to make any
point about smoking, which
further improves the validity
of its information due to lim
ited bias. The figure is based
on properly tuned vehicles,
and does not take into
account factories, power
plants, airplane emissions,
diesel trucks and buses. The
vehicle population base was
kept at a very conservative
level (120-million), which
including industrial vehicles
would be around 180 million.
Furthermore, it was based on
a population of 260 million
U.S. residents divided by 365
days. Essentially, the study
found that the daily U.S per
capita amount of powerful
carcinogens (Formaldehyde,
Acetaldehyde,
Acrolein,
Acetone, Propionaldehyde,
Crotonaldeheyde,
Methyl
Ethyl Ketone, Benzaldehyde,
and Benzene) released from
automobiles is 811 mil

ligrams, plus about 900 grams
(2 pounds) of HC, CO, and
NOx. Compare that figure to
the commonly touted 100 mil
ligrams per day received per
person of second-hand tobac
co smoke carcinogens. A
"20/20" television report
found children between the
ages of 5 and 8 years old had
early symptoms of lung can
cer in Los Angeles. Needless
to say, these were children
who lived and played near a
highway. Hence, the antismoking zealots are skating
on very thin ice with the "safe
air to breathe" argument.
Unless, of course, these
anti-freedom societal engi
neers would like to further
regulate America by telling
people what kind of car to
buy, what kind of perfume
and cologne to wear, and so
on until life (at least life
regarding air) is dictated by
the government. Sure, this
may be laughable now, but
ask smokers in their late 40s
or beyond how they would
have reacted in 1960 if you
had said to them they would

not be able to smoke in
restaurants, bars, shopping
malls, etc. It would have been
laughable.
California appears to lead
the attack on tobacco rights.
In Alameda County you can
now be fined $500 for smok
ing in an outdoor dining area,
or within 15 feet of any door
or window of a smoke free
building. The San Francisco
Tobacco Control Unit is fund
ing a project to find ways to
stop parents from smoking in
their own homes if they have
children. The Los Angeles
Tobacco Control Unit has set
aside $2 million to be used to
try and force theaters to show
an anti-smoking commercial
before you see the main
movie.
Let's not forget,
there's no smoking in bars as
of January 1,1998.
The point of this editorial is
not to condone tobacco use. It
is only to support protection
of the freedom of choice. The
government should reduce its
intrusive stance in people's
lives, and let individuals
choose their own lifestyles.

Pacifican editorals represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our office on the third
floor of Hand Hall, or e-mail us at pacifican@UOP.edu. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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Protesting:
The pros
and cons
JACLYN EDWARDS
Pacifican Staff Writer
The next time you want
to participate in a demon
stration, you better think
twice. On October 16, antilogging
demonstrators
filled in Representative
Frank Riggs office, and par
ticipated in what they
called, a peaceful sit-in.
Protesting the plans of the
Pacific Lumber Company to
the
old-growth
log
Headwaters Forest, the pro
testers claimed there was no
harm to anyone around. On
the other hand, Rep. Riggs
asserted that the protesters
had assaulted his staff and
vandalized
his
office.
However, there is more to
this story than one word
against the other.
In
order
for
the
Humboldt County sheriff's
deputies to break up the
demonstration, the protest
ers' heads were yanked
back, their eyelids were lift
ed, and a concentrated pep

per spray was swabbed into
their eyes. When the spray
hits the face, the eyes slam
shut, the spray inflames the
mucus membranes and
tightens the throat. Sixteen
year old, Maya Portugal told
reporters, "It was like burn
ing under your skin... the
worst pain I've ever felt."
Responding
to
the
deputies actions, the FBI has
begun an investigation into
whether the civil rights of
the anti-logging protesters
were violated. The National
guidelines governing the
use of pepper spray specify
that it should not be dis
charged in to the eyes at dis
tances less than two feet,

should not be used on peo trying to do is deal with the
ple in restraints and should situation with a minimum of
not be used as punishment. force and a minimum of haz
Although the proposed ard," Lewis told reporters.
Eureka Police Chief, Arnie
Millsap concurred, "That's
What did the
[pepper spray] not torture.
anti-loggers expect This is an outrageous accu
brought about by peo
would happen when sation
ple who have absolutely no
they demonstrated? respect for the rights of oth
Did they think they ers at all".
Despite the protesters
would be served tea pain
and suffering, the situa
or coffee?
tion could have been worse.
During the Civil Rights
claim of excessive force Movement, demonstrators
stands, Sheriff Dennis Lewis took a harder beating than
announced that the spray is anyone in Rep. Riggs office
the safest way to disperse did. The movers and shakers
against
the
the protesters. "What we're protesting

Vietnam War were clubbed,
dragged, and handcuffed.
What did the anti-loggers
expect would happen when
they demonstrated? Did
they think they would be
served tea or coffee?
No one wants pepper
spray in their eyes, or their
office bombarded with
activists. The situation caus
es difficulty to sympathize
for the Pacific Lumber
Company, Rep. Riggs, the
protesters, or the Humboldt
County Sheriff. The bottom
line: This predicament costs
thousands of dollars for law
enforcement that could be
used for other city services.

Editing on the radio — why do they bother?
ALISA EICH
Pacifican Staff Writer
I listen to the radio fre
quently. I have a favorite
radio station, KWOD 106.5,
and of course I have
favorite songs. I think the
radio is a pretty great
source of entertainment
and relaxation. There is
something I am confused
about, however. I am very
confused about the cussing
in songs on the radio.
When I am listening to a
good song, I do not care at
aU if there is cussing in it.
However, I know that many
people feel it is inappropriate to subject themselves to
profanity, and this is why
fne radio stations edit the
s°ngs they play. But has
anyone else noticed radio

words,
stations' editing attempts inappropriate
meaning
that
words
like
as humorous?
sh*t
and
f*ck
are
as
recog
I think it is silly to be lisnizable audibly as they are
where I have just typed
I think the editors
them. My question in
just cut out the
regard to this half-editing
would be, why?
center of the
When one hears these
inappropriate
cuss' words edited, he or
words, meaning that she still mentally fills in the
words like sh*t and part of the word that is
missing anyway. It isn t like
f*ck are as
the radio people have
recognizable audibly tricked us and their editing
as they are where I has made these words
somehow unrecognizable.
have just typed
Furthermore, after learning
them.
that first bit of profanity
tening to the lyrics of a song when we are young, we
as they flow along, and have an amazing ability to
then to hear a bit of profan recognize bad words just
ity that has been half-edit about anywhere. We are all
ed. I think the editors just constantly aware of cuss
cut out the center of the words around us, and we

«

.1

•

J rti

even have the tendency to
hear profanity where it
does not exist. Essentially, I
am arguing that because
these words are still so rec-

Essentially I am
arguing that
because these words
are still so
recognizable to us,
editing them is a
waste of time.
ognizable to us, editing
them is a waste of time.
Even people that are
offended by bad words are
still completely aware of
them in their natural form
because the editing doesn't
make them disappear from

<»» x
11 CJ TV
our
vocabulary.
I think that editing words
from songs on the radio is a
silly and pointless thing to
do We all still hear the
words in our heads, so we
are not being saved from
the "immoral" influence of
cussing. In my opinion the
radio stations that edit
cussing from songs should
just stop wasting their time
and money. The songs
sound better when they
aren't missing parts any
way. I think everyone who
agrees with what I am say
ing should have fun, as I do
by, making sure to say the
cuss words extra loud
when they are singing
along with the radio. After
all, we know where they
are and that they are just
waiting to be said.

T .F.TTF.RS T<~V T^F. F.DTTOR
Question of the Week
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All Photos by jaclyn Edwards

Should there be restrictions on

"We don't think there
should be restrictions.
If it makes people
happy, they should be
responsible for there
own actions."
-Christiane Le and
Lara Vinson
Sophomores

"l think there snouia
be restrictions because
of what tobacco has
been proven to do
health-wise; such as
cancer. You can't
deny that it does not
cause problems/'
-Rami Almulla
Senior

way! It s a
person's choice to
smoke. It's purely their
decision, if they want
to do it, go do it."
-Adam Weimer

"I don't feel that there
should be any
restrictions besides age
and smoking in public
places. Age has to deal
with being an adult at
18 in order to have the
freedom to choose, and
smoking in public places
is an inconvenience for
non-smokers."

-Jimmy Tham
Junior

"No, because it's really
up to the people what
they want to do. We
are not here to tell
them what they can
and can not take. If
we restrict tobacco,
then we've got to
restrict everything
else/
-Kevin Ross
Cnnhnmniv

Stockton-paradise or pit-of-hell? Another explanation
Dear Editor,
I believe the Pacifican's antiStockton diatribe deserves an
answer, or perhaps an expla
nation. Until about twenty
years ago, a long time in the
life of college students, but not
much in the life of a city,
Stockton was a pleasant small
town. Everything that took
place was known to everyone.
City and county politics were
of interest to all because many
people knew or had friends
who knew the council mem
bers and the supervisors. As in
all small communities we
became emotionally involved
with many local issues and
feelings would run high.
We had our march against
the Vietnam war and our
silent vigils against the draft.
Stockton was one of the first
American communities to
have integrated housing. For
its size Stockton had more
public parks for its size than
many richer towns and cities.
We had tennis courts all over
town without waiting for a
court! Baseball was big in
Stockton and had a legendary
hero in Casey at the Bat. Yes
they called Stockton Mudville
because there used to be sever

al channels through the city
and frequent winter floods.
You might have noticed that
many of the older houses are
built about eight to ten feet off
the ground. Floods were com
mon until The Diverting Canal
was built. Our last flood, a
minor affair, was in '54 or '56.
For me, one of Stockton's
strongest attractions was its
poly-ethnicity. Many immi
grant groups were attracted
here because it was an agricul
tural center an that was some
thing they knew. More
Filipinos that any other
American city. A large Chinese
community left over from the
railroad building and gold
rush days. Japanese farmers
and their professional chil
dren. Spanish was the primary
language spoken in fifteen
percent of the homes. Basques
who herded sheep and their
children who went on to col
lege and the professions.
About ten percent AfroAmericans. A small Jewish
community dating back to the
origin of the town. A rabbi was
a drinking companion of
Charles Weber, the town's
founder. He gave the Jews a
plot of land inside the city for
use as a cemetery. The first

Sickh temple in America still
on S. Grant Street. A beautiful
Buddhist temple where they
used to show two movies
every Sunday night, one mod
ern and one a Samurai.
Television and videos at home
put an end to that. Confucius
Hall taught Chinese language
and Kung Fu. Judo was taught
at the Buddhist temple. Other
too numerous to mention.
About twenty years ago the
change set in. The bay area
become saturated with new
comers from all over the coun
try. Housing in the bay area
could not keep up with the
jobs, so they settled in
Stockton and commuted. The
population of the State grew
quickly from three million to
twenty-two million. After the
Vietnam war thirty thousand
Southeast Asians located here.
Stockton became a city too
quickly. Stockton is filled with
the same kind of American
who live in all other cities. We
are a small San Francisco or
Los Angeles. We have the
social problems of all
American cities — no more, no
less. With the large minority
population we have more
youth gangs. Boys and men
like to fight (4). We began to

lock our houses, install burglar
alarms, guard our children
and avoid certain areas. We
are over populated (5).
What you students see here
is what America has become.
This is a society you are going
to enter. Gated communities
because of the widening gap
of the rich and the poor. Your
professors must have told you
of the wave of rising living
costs and falling wages (3).;
how the last fifteen years there
was the greatest transfer of
wealth from one class of citi
zens to another in the history
of man (1). Youth gangs
because of the dearth of athlet
ic facilities and jobs (2). Where
in America can you live as we
used to thirty years ago?
What to do? I noticed that
university students must have
lost of non-study time avail
able. The amount of Pacifican
news columns devoted to
describing the TV soaps hints
this. One hour or more once a
week devoted to the commu
nity will be a worth while
addition to your education in
sociology and the humanities.
The Stockton public library
has a program to help teach
adults to read. The St Mary's
"dinning room" serves hot

meals daily to several hun
dred and they could use the
volunteers. The "dinning
room" also has a large class of
children who can not attend
public school because they are
migrants. Any volunteers?
The three Stockton hospitals
welcome volunteers. The city
recreation department is a
treasure house for volunteers.
There are several retirement
and convalescent homes who
would appreciate visits and
short musical interludes.
Come out of the ivory tower
and find out who America has
in store for you. Come out and
do something to heal the
world. One hour once or twice
a week will make a difference
for others and certainly for
you.
Sincerely,
David Stadtner, M.D.
1. "America, What Went
Wrong?" Barlett and Steele
2. "Fist, Stick, Knife, Gun."
Geofrey Canada
3. "Money." Andrew
Hacker
4. "The Transformation of
War." M. van Creveld
5. "The Population
Explosion." Paul Ehrlich
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and asked if he could join. Of
course, we said yes," she said
shrugging her shoulders.
That was last semester,
though. For some reason, the
interest in Hillel has died for
many. Is it the pressure of the
Fall semester? People do
seem to be more stressed and
on edge than in the Spring.
Has no one seen all of
Rebecca's fliers? Is there a
desire among UOP students
to have a Jewish club on cam
pus? Whether you are Jewish
or not, and if you have an
interest in learning about
Judaism in a social atmos
phere, the Hillel Foundation
is the organization for you.
For details, call Rebecca at
465-4308.

Since Fall 1996, Rebecca
Decker has not just been an
ordinary student at the
University of the Pacific.
Rebecca has been a women
with a mission. You might
recognize the name from her
fliers posted all over campus.
You might even have her in
one of your classes, com
pletely unaware of what she
is trying to do.
Rebecca has been spend
ing much of her free time try
ing to find people interested
in
joining
the
Hillel
Foundation,
otherwise
known as the Jewish Student

Club Calendar for the week of November 7-13
Saturda
Alpha
Christian \
-7
Fellowship—Meeting—Z Building x. /
West—8:00 p.m.-10:Q0 p.m.
\
Russian Club—Russian Revolution Party—
Bechtel Center—5:00 p.m.-l:00 a.m.
CROSSROADS-Monthly A.A. Speaker/
Dinner—Redwood Room—5:30-9:00 p.m.
UOP Gallery—Diana Jacobs exhibit—2nd
Floor McCaffrey Center—9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Hawaii Club—Meeting—McCaffrey Center
Conf Rm—4:00 p.m.—Remember to bring your

Pre-Dental—ClBdg 238—8 a.m.
Kilusan—Dance—Common Rm—5:00
MESA— Party—Bechtel—5 p.m.
East Indian Cultural—Faye Spanos—5:30 p.m.

Sunda

Monday
Discover Islam—Speaker kn\ 1
Islam Awareness Week—McCaffrey^
Theatre—7:00 p.m. See club news for
details.
C.A.Fe—Meeting—McCaffrey Center Conf.
Km.—7:00 p.m.

Muslim Student Assoc—Bechtel
Center—7:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

Multi-Cultural Student Association-#
Meeting—Bechtel Lounge—4:30-5:00 p.m.

Hawaii Club—McCaffrey Center Conf Rm
2:00-4:00 p.m.

Russian
Club—Russian
Cultural
Information Session—Bechtel Lounge—9:0010:00 p.m.

Pre-Medical Club—CI Bdg 238—12:00 p.m.

Tuesday
IPS—Bechtel—9 a.m.

Wednesday
\

MSA—Common Rm.—12 p.m.

S FAND—S/W Mailrm—5 p.m.
x.

Milan—Bechtel Conf. Rm.—4:30 p.m.

Kilusan—WPC 140—8:30 p.m.
CROSSROADS—Prv Dining McCaf—8 p.m.
M.E.Ch.A—Meeting—Bechtel—8 p.m.
Circle K—McCaf Theater—8 p.m.

Muslim Student Association—
Dinner—Bechtel Center—6:00 p.
Check Club News for Friday's event.
Intervarsity's
Pacific
Christian
Fellowship—Meeting—McCaffrey
Center
Conference Room—7:00-8:00 p.m.

Entrepreneurship Club—Web 101—4:40 p.m
MESA—Mtng/Aware—Bechtel—6:30/8 p.m.

Thursday

• s Chi Alpha--Chapel—5 p.m.

SASBA—Meeting—Weber Hall 202—12:30

Accounting—Weber 103—5:30-7:00 p.m.
MESA—Bechtel —6 p.m.
MSA—Speaker—McCaf Theater—6:30 p.m.
Movie—Z-Bdg—7 p.m.

SESA—Meeting—School of Education
108—Pacific Hour—Bring your lunch.

CLUBS
Club News

GREEK LIFE

|

|
I

Morris Chapel
Evensong, or Vespers, a traditional service of music,
prayer and reflection in the
Christian tradition will be eel- I
ebrated in Morris Chapel at 5
p.m., Tuesdays. Evensong is
open to the University community and the community at
large. This will provide a
moment of spiritual refreshment as we move from the
world of work to the word
beyond. Evensong will be led
by University Chaplain Mark
Zier, and University Organist
Charles Schilling. Members of
the Conservatory, under the
direction of Choral Activities
Director Ted Cetto, will perform. This service will take
place on Tuesdays, 5:00-5:30
p.m.

planning a DANCL wnicn
will take place Friday, Nov. 14,
from 8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
Come join us for a night filled
with excitement before the
stress of finals begins to kick
in! Also, if you missed the
important culture show meeting Monday and you are still
interested in learning and participating in The Show, please
send e-mail to qn0002@uop.
edu or tn0010@uop.edu. Be on
the look out for our fliers,
Remember, we are box # 66 in
the McCaffrey Center.

Muslim Student Association
Islam Awareness Week is
back for the second year at the
University of the Pacific. The
Muslim Student Association
will be hosting the internation
al event Nov. 10-14. The weekChi Alpha Christian
long event will include an
Fellowship
Interfaith E)ialogue, guest
Join us tomorrow, Friday, speakers, a movie, and dinner.

... but, if
you have
any ideas
send them
to Bea or
Derk
at

Lumber & Supply
JVe're the source for
Fraternity • Sorority paddies

1627 S. Center
464-456S

946-2115.

ews—News
's free!
nisconception
imbers is that
to be featured
vs or Club
>rder to give
mblicity, write

Sunday flovetnber 16th
5:30 - 9:30pm
$3.00 flttyou Can 'Eat E)esserts
Turcfiase Tickets 'Before
fou VditfTe Slutomaticaffy 'Enteredin Drawing

Qames &
fetto Treasure tHunt"
'Tie four f avorite £

"Tie Eating Contest"
'VvtarsfmattoW Madness

5A.ICProceeds 'Benefit Chitdrens Cancer feseafdf
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Lifelong Learning Calendar
You might not be planning founder and executive directo be a teacher or a police offi- tor of Valley Community
cer, but chances are good that Counseling Services. He cursomeday you'll be (gasp!) a rently works for the American
parent.
An
upcoming Association
of
School
Lifelong Learning class, "Sex, Administrators,
National
Drugs, and Teens: Working School Boards Association
with High-Risk Youth," miehL*«a»dJSJational Center for Child
be useful in dealiiwyvith that * %buse^id'Ncglect.
child (somedw)rfwith clalill The class meefs> Saturday,
mates, s^$l|ps, friends>"^^ NQw^,i^td Sunday, Nop 9, 9
issuep#yo#^^^dtaty. 9L {fcgSKm., in WPC 2lf The
Trakdass is
Jo^c(®r*B'v$^5 for one exjlnded
counslfers and teachers? who /education (elective) umt. Call
work w||h young people at $46-242| to charge itjfo your
high risk^r destructj^sexu- "student account orjstop by
al activitj%nd/££ substance McConctaa|Hall. m
abuse. But
opeo to ~L Have ybu sign® up for
any interested students.
/ January Term '^98 yet?
In this cla|s you'll learn|Register througtf December
how to assessfspung pearfE for a tlu?t-mfft academic
in order to detpmir^nneir class or one or more of the
strengths and nel|jJ#Tor living Lifelong Learning classes
in today's complex world.
offered for extended educaYou'll also examine pro- tion (elective) credit. Most
grams that help young people classes have limited enrollbuild skills to avoid destruc- ment and there is a late fee
five behaviors. You'll hear lec- after Dec. 19, so don't delay,
tures and participate in indiFor more information, stop
vidual and group counseling by McConchie Hall or call
activities.
Lifelong Learning at (209)
"Sex, Drugs and Teens" is 946-2424. See the adjacent caltaught by David Love, endar for some classes.

(All classes listed below
Word Processing and
are open to UOP students Desktop Publishing: Sat. &
and public and are for Sun., 11/14-15, 9 a.m.-5
extended education credit)
p.m.; 1 unit, $150; Gary
Martin
November
So You Are Thinking
Understanding Domestic About a Career Change:
Violence: Fri., 11/7-12/5, 6- Fri., 11/21, 6-10 p.m.; Sat. &
10 p.m.; 1 unit, $80; Maria Sun., 11/22-23, 9 a.m.-3:30
Garcia-Sheets
p.m.; 1 unit, $75; Martha
Sex, Drugs and Teens: Schuster/Bud Swanson
Working with High-Risk
Youth: Sat. & Sun., 11/8-9,9
December
a.m.-5 p.m.; 1 unit, $75;
Microsoft Office 97:
David Love
Power for the Workplace:

TTH, 12/2-11,7-9:30 p.m.; 1
unit, $150; William Topp
Self Hypnosis: Tools for
Change: Sat. & Sun., 12/67, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; 1 unit,
$120; David Brigham
Being Your Personal
Best!: Sat., 12/6 & Sun.,
12/14, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; 1 unit,
$80; Ticka Simon-Rossetto
Microsoft Works (for
Windows or Macs): Sat. &
Sun., 12/6-7; 9 a.m.-5 p.m.,
1 unit, $150; Gary Martin

Change for the Better: Part
VIRGINIA LUCHETTI
Pacifican Guest Writer
This is the third article in a
series designed to help you
create a self-improvement
program.
Last week, we identified
the six areas to consider in
order to determine the wide
spread impact your habit has
had on your life. This week,
you will find some sugges
tions on how to improve three
of the six areas. By working
simultaneously on many areas
of your life, you create a pow

erful synergistic force that
enables you to make the max
imum improvement in your
life.
Physically, decide how to
offset the effects that your
habit has had on your body.
Use techniques such as relax
ation, exercise, and eating bet
ter. Emotionally, explore new
ways to express your emo
tions. Start writing a journal,
poetry or even short stories to
communicate some of your
deepest feelings. Behaviorally,
if your actions sometimes
cause you to avoid things and

places you enjoy, create a plan
to counteract these unwanted
actions. Visualize yourself
feeling comfortable in that set
ting. Analyze the reasons why
you tend to avoid that specific
place, and challenge those rea
sons. Gradually, you'll feel
better about going to that loca
tion.
Next week, we will discuss
the other three important
areas of your life: thoughts,
relationships, and self-esteem.
For now, congratulate your
self on having the courage to
change!

H EALTH
The Student
Health out the year and even makes
Advisory Committee is an "stress bags" to give out
organization dedicated to during finals. SHAC's most
promoting wellness, healthy recent program was the
lifestyles, and health educa Candlelight March on cam
tion on campus, and also pus for AIDS Awareness and
acts as a liaison between
the distribution of shower
students and the Cowell hangers for Breast Cancer
Health Center.
AwareThroughout the school n e s s
year SHAC is actively Month.
involved in many events
SHAC
such as World Food Day, is curreast Cancer Awareness re n 11 y
Month, Wellness Week, the p l a n 
annual
Health
Faire, n i n g
National Condom Month, n e w
lust to name a few of the e v e n t s
many projects. In addition, i n c l u d 
e ucational guest speakers
ing World AIDS Day, The
are invited to the UOP cam- Great American Smokeout,
Pus by SHAC to speak on Broth and Bread meal, Blood
nealth issues.
Drive and the distribution
SHAC also maintains of its own informational
ormationa! tables at "stall stories". Members of
affrey Center through SHAC have also had the

opportunity to attend con
ventions of The Pacific
Coast
College
Health
Association, where they
have been able to participate
in sessions and exchange
and share ideas with stu
dents from other colleges
a n d
univer
sities.
I
f
. 7 y o u
h a v e
sugges
tions
a n d
ideas to
h e l p
promote health awareness
and wellness through the
use of education within the
University Community and
want to be a part of SHAC,
please join us at our next
meeting
on
Thursday,

November 6. Membership is
open to everyone and is
free! Meetings are every
other Thursday at 8 p.m. in
the Private Dining Room
across from the Redwood
Room.
Our leadership team this
year is led by Becky Bryan,
President; Victoria Bolle,
Vice-President;
Andie
Weldon, Secretary; Larrissa
Leavens, Treasurer; Melissa
Harris, Historian; Jackie
Nguyen, Publicity; Tricia
McShea, Special Projects
Coordinator
and
Jon
Ralston, Advisor.
Help promote wellness,
give student input, and cre
ate healthy and fun activi
ties. For more information
call Carol Roth, staff advisor
at the Cowell Health Center
at 946-2315. Come Thursday
and be a part of SHAC!

CAREERS FT INTERNSHIPS
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THE CAREER AND INTERNSHIPS CENTER IS A

THE PACIFICAN

DIVISION OF STUDENT LIFE.

Money Majors and More Investigating Internships
BURTON JAY NADLER
Director UOP Career
and Internship Center
We've fin
ished our last
Halloween
candy.
It's
colder walk
ing to early
morning
classes.
Commercials
for Christmas
sales appear
with annoying regularity, and we
begin to think about Thanksgiving.
With this holiday in mind, I wanted to
prepare Seniors (and occasionally
Juniors) for "turkey talk."
"Pass the gravy. By the way, what
are you going to do after you've fin
ished that expensive school you're
going to? Your ride on the gravy train
is almost over."
These words will be heard by many
over break. Whether Uncle Mortimer
asks directly, or perhaps Mom or Dad
ask indirectly, post-graduation plans
will be a source of curiosity. We hope
they don't become a source of con
sternation or indigestion. Always
respond that decision-making is
underway. Ideally, be prepared to cite
one, two, or three fields of interest

you are exploring, and respond with
your own question, "Do you know
anyone within these fields who 1 can
talk to or who can help me with my
job search?"
There is much you can do to sup
port goal-setting and job search efforts
while supporting yourself over the
holiday break. These are ideal times to
conduct information conversations as
pre-search (research before job search)
activities. Meet as many people as
possible, learn as much as you can
about their backgrounds, and seek to
understand the nature of entry-level
opportunities.
"Where are the yams? Haven't you
started looking for a job yet? It's not
going to be easy to find one this year."
Yes, job search traditionally takes 36 months and most college grads do
not have jobs as of graduation. Goaldirected job seekers and those who
use career services take the least
amount of time. Don't put off efforts
until May or until on-campus inter
viewing which take place in March.
Now is the time to begin!
By now a hypothetical, yet pointed
holiday picture is clear. Without
preparation, you might respond with
perspiration to difficult holiday
scenes. Know the best ways to react to
these humorous and too often real sit
uations.

BOB WRIGHT
Career and Internship Center
Graduate Assistant
The Career and Internship Center
sophomores
the
form of Academic Internships. These
experiential learning activities are
exceptional ways for students to put
into
action
newly acquired
classroom
knowledge.
M a r i n
Richeson,
a
j u n i o r
International
Studies major,
now interns at
the San Joaquin
Mediation Center. Marin says, the
number one tiling I have improved is
my communication skills." Marin
works on case development at the
Center as she answers the calls that
come into the office when someone is
looking to begin the process known as
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR).
She takes down the story, contacts the
second party, and begins developing
the new case. When asked if she has
enjoyed her first couple months as an
Academic Intern she said, "It is really
great, as I am learning by doing and I

am having a blast!'
Indeed, Marin seems to be taking
full advantage of her internship oppor
tunity as she has recently become
California certified as a Trainer in
Mediation Skills. In fact, the day ~
spTJio Ma'rin, she hod just completed
giving a Mediation Skills Training to
County Super, isors. She s a '
la
this is the most fascnahng par. of he,
_
-i !interested
.
, ,
in
building
a
career as a
Trainer
of
Mediation
Skills.
Marin highly
recommends
Academic
Internships to
fellow UOP students as "an opportuni
ty to develop their careers that should
n't be missed." Career and Internship
Center staff, faculty, and potential postgraduation employers agree that
internships are golden opportunities
for students to gain experience,
enhance skills and build self-confi
dence in the professional world.
Many opportunities are available to
you through the Career and Internship
Center and all you have to do is attend
an Orientation and make an appoint
ment with a counselor.

CIC Kudos

CICalendar

"Acclaim or praise for exceptional achievements":
Helen Scully, past Associate Director of the Career and Internship Center is
now the proud owner, operator and entrepreneurial goddess of Scully Career
Consulting in Sacramento. You gave so much and you'll be missed.
Spencer Figueroa, COP Sociology major is about to climb the pyramid to
success as a Financial Planning Trainee with Transamerica Life.
Damon Bowers, COP English graduate is a Corporate Sales
Executive with InsMark (Insurance Marketing).
Jason Long an ESP MBA and BSBA is now a Sales
Representative with RJR Reynolds. Your hard
work paid off!

Special events, workshops, and dates to remember will be posted week
ly. Upcoming offerings include:
Andersen Consulting interviews to be conducted on Nov. 5.
Physical Therapy Job Fair for PT and Communication Disorders gradu
ate students and undergraduate Sports Medicine and Communication
Disorders majors, and others, Nov. 7, Raymond Great Hall, 2-5
p.m.
All Senior resumes due in CIC by Dec. 1!

For more job listings, please visit
the Career and Internship
Center, or call 946-2361.

PART-TIME

Caltrans
seeks
Environmental Assistant (bio
or enviroment related majors)
to collect field samples and
input data. Contact Greg
Erickson, 423-6016.
OMNI Healthcare seeks
Customer
Service
Representatives (2). Contact

Danett Curtiss 955-7486.
Joan Cortopassi seeks office
assistant/editor to draft and
edit letters, invitations and
thank you cards. $10/hour 4-6
hours/week. Call Joan at 9314940.
WORK-STUDY

College of the Pacific
Dean's Office seeks Clerk. See
Carol Karause or Nancy
Snider in WPC.

ACADEMIC INTERNSHIPS
AND PRACTICAL
EXPERIENCES

Road, Suite 104, Sacramento
95815, (916) 925-0800.
Tracy African American
Association Oral History
Project seeks volunteers. Call
833-1840 or 833-3606.

Sun-Diamond
Growers
seeks Laboratory Interns
January-June.
$7/hour.
Contact Gail Cunningham,
PO Box 1727, Stockton 95201,
FULL-TIME POST GRADU
(209) 467-6000.
ATION OPPORTUNITIES
California Job Journal seeks
System One Technical
Editorial Interns for Fall and | Staffers seek candidates for 4
Spring Semesters, $5/hour, PC Technician positions in
15-25 hours/week. Contact s Stockton. Contact Jackie
Jay Verdoorn, 1800 Tribute Vickers, 8111 LBJ Freeway,

Suite 650, Dallas, TX 75251,
(972) 664-1565, (888) 799-8361,
(972)
664-1660,
FAX
Jackie_V1cker9@systemone.com
Frank Orth and Associates
seek biologists to serve as
Pacific
Drift
Gillnet
Observers. Write Douglas
Schultz, 10900 NE 4th Street,
Suite 930, Bellevue, WA 98004,
call (425) 455-9693, FAX (425)
646-9582
or
access
www.csspro.com / foa.
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LIVING ARTS EDITOR

946-2115

Where have all the
good movies gone?
MICHAEL COSTA
Pacifican Guest Writer

Kkd tlW l0Cal band

"Permission to Breathe" at the Halloween Bash last Thursday.

"nphony
at
Delta
Colleqe
INTON
NTHM

Arts Editor
Stockton
'y- Maestro Peter
violinist Tricia Park
chanting evening of
ginning at 8 p.m. in
Auditorium, Delta
November 12 and
115 concert Maestro
Programmed music
rnm H I
the n > nIliantIy

imily1^0 ^ ,'ma§ina~
y
mbers and

concertgoers of all ages to
enjoy. Mozart's "Serenata
notturna", "Dvorak's Violin
Concerto in A", and Bizet's
Symphony in C major" as
performed by the Stockton
Symphony is a musical expe
rience not to be missed.
Atherton Auditorium doors
open at 7 p.m. for "meet the
Maestro," a pre-concert discussion about the works
being performed.
Tickets may be purchased
through the Symphony office

*00K
secretarial positions across
Staff U/ •
campus. Blythe has currently
Writer
been working with the Chapel
for the past eight and a half
lwr fa
ar
. ° tbe COP years. She serves as the Chapel
Wo
>'ears C(Xirdinator, Secretary to the
nam<?
lythe "m",
d Chaplain, and works with the
first
Director of Church Relations.
°p on rw
As the
Coordinator,
s
erre'cj . busband Blythe schedules events at the
I her best°(: tockto,T C}iapel, such as the 200 wedUop. LJ rie5'd H'as dings that are held at there
ever.v yeat As tire Secretary to
''as at tw r a '
mni
the
Pshew-wi,
^b..plain and Director of
|Vector S( I'jsecre" Church Relations, Blythe helps
fitisjrf,,.0
"miii. °versee the budget, pay bills,
ere severa1
.
hel p w i th correspondence, and

P M-

Tbis is a great idea, but 1
have a hard time fitting in a
few sporadic events into my
schedule., whereas the movies
were there every day. Whose
idea was it to change the format?

"The decision was based
See Movies, page 15

Nothin' but Net
JULIE ANTON
Living Arts Editor

If there's one thing we
probably all like to do, it's go
to the movies. And with the
McCaffrey Center's movie
theater pretty much out of
the picture, UOP students
the mass mailings that are dis
must venture out into the
tributed to students and other
community to find
churches.
some cinematic
Blythe frequently serves as
entertainment.
a wedding hostess to approxi
But maybe we
mately half of the weddings
don't even have to
held at the Chapel each year.
leave our dorm
When Blythe has "
rooms to find great v""
she loves to read
movies
anymore.
The
her church choir. _v
Internet is full of informative
three grown sons and seven
web sites that give movie
grandchildren.
fans another reason to buy
Blythe says that the best part
popcorn.
of her job, "Is meeting people."
"Movie Reviews Only a
So, the next time you are
Mother Could Love" is an
around the Chapel, stop in and
interactive page that concen
say "Hi."
trates mostly on movie

facifican of the week

*INE

^

by calling (209) 951-0196
Monday through Frida)
between 9 a.m and 5 p.m
Tickets are available at the
San Joaquin Delta College
box office the week of perfor
mances only between the
hours of 2 and 6 p.m. by call
ing (209) 954-5110. Prices
range from $12 to $28.
Student tickets are available
at half price. Please call the
Stockton Symphony for more
information about education
al and outreach programs.

Its Thursday night, you
have no homework, and
you re bored. You're looking
for an alternative on campus.
Unless you want to see the latest Zorro or Abbott and
Costello flick, don't head to
the McCaffrey Center Theater
for relief.
Until this semester, UOP
showed first-run motion pictures nearly every night of the
week at the theater. The films
weren't new releases, but they
were definitely shown here
before their video rental
release.
Being a senior at UOP, I
remember the golden days living in the dorms. My dormmates would gather together
in flocks to see the films that
cost the students only a glance
at their ID cards. This was
great for the budget of a college student who might not be
able to afford the $5 to $7 price
tag at Stockton theaters. So
what happened?
Attendance was the main

factor," stated ASUOP VicePresident Jon Baggett. The
movies were there for the student, but not enough of them
were going, he said,
There is a Programming
Board at ASUOP that is allotted
a portion of
the
University's budget to spend
on student related activities,
Previously, nearly $30,000 of
this budget was spent on
movies for the theater. "This
was nearly one-third of the
budget," stated Todd Strange,
ASUOP president,
"We're trying something
new," said Strange. "We're not
doing movies; we're doing
concerts." The most up-com'ng one would be the
Halloween Bash on October
30th from 6:30 p.m. to 11:30

reviews and viewer opinion
about current films. The most
recent movies are listed up
front for your convenience,
and some not-too-ancient
flicks, like Picture Perfect,
Mimic, Event Horizon, and
Hoodlum, are also available.
All the movies come com
plete with an easy
to understand
rating system,
as well as a brief
review by ran
dom net surfers.
This
site
makes
deciding on your next movie
really easy - you'll know if
it's good before you pay the
$6. And after you see a
movie, cast your own vote
and help out fellow flick
fanatics. But the best part of
this page is its crazy address,
shell.liberty.com/cgiSee Net, page 15

Shop or study?
An obvious choice
CHRISSY COLLINS
Pacifican Staff Writer
The shopping situation in
Stockton is improving with
the arrival of Dillard s
department store, the only
one in the state of
California. This is a very
exciting prospect! Shopping
is a great pastime, bonding
experience, and study break.
Shopping can either be a
good experience or a nega
tive one depending on your
approach and attitude. First
of all, try to avoid going
shopping by yourself. You
miss out on the bonding
experience and there is no
one there to give their opin
ion about your purchase. So,
take a friend with you for
moral support and advice.
The mirrors in the dressing
rooms are not always the
best judge of appearance
and your friend can give
you an honest opinion.
When you are debating a
purchase, you must consid
er several things. As far as
fit goes, make sure you like

the fit sitting, standing, and
bending over. All these are
important because you want
the article to be comfortable.
Otherwise, you will not
wear it and it will become
one of those pieces of cloth
ing that sits in your closet.
Don't forget the length issue
because something that is
too short or too long will
look funny. Another large
factor about a purchase is
the price and the conse
quences of that price. My
advice is to shop at sales.
Many stores have half-year
ly or holiday sales. These are
good opportunities to buy
the same product at a frac
tion of the price. Sometimes
if you see something you
like, but put off buying it for
a month or so, it will go on
sale. When you buy an arti
cle on sale, you feel better
because you saved money.
Thus, you can buy some
thing else or save the money
for the next shopping trip.
Sale shopping is usually
more successful and fun.

Best Lumpia, simply
ERICA BIRLEW >
Pacifican Staff Writer
•i i_i •
If you are still nibbling on
Halloween Candy this
uio week,
your Epicurean
has the solution for y°
sweet tooth overload. Co to
Best Lumpia and have a meal
that doesn't consist ol
Snickers, Sweet Tarts, and
M&M's.
I
never had the chance
to partake in any Filipino cmalloween

have

vvhat she was having - the
Svecial, which included
steamed rice, Lumpia ( mixed
vegetables and beef
pastry
Deer in a past
y
"
v pandt
Z A . (rice noodle
&
.^YY
• * mein)
an(j pork
v
i _1 — —
Barbecue ( $4.50). Lunch also
piimentary
g
a com
^
(rice noodles in a
brQth) she ^ that there
^ m
Qther wonderful
sensations I could par, in but considering this
^ first
time with this
type of cuisine, I thought I had

Lumpia
Fabulous Halloween Bash at
UOP last Thursday evening,
hosted by ASUOP and RHA. I
decided to expand on my
Epicurean knowledge and
went to the best Filipino
restaurant in town, Best
Lumpia. Best Lumpia is locat
ed in Thornton Plaza off of
Thornton Road (952-8300).
When my luncheon com
panion and I arrived, we were
pleasantly surprised at the
quaintness of the establish
ment. As we looked over the
menu, I immediately asked
my companion what I should
order considering my total
ignorance of Filipino Cuisine.
See Shopping, page15 My friend suggested I order
""
oo

Lunch was wonderful Mj
Lumpia inundated our,
with food. We couldn't
|
finish all of it. I think tin
noonlfS
noodles from our m««L
cupoffc j
expanded in our stomadg S
—>of js
couldn'tt mran
even F*-rr
try any
B
•
.
Lumpia's
desserts, Lfc
(Sweet nee cake), Turon
Jack Fruit (Banana roll
pastry wrapper) or their'
Flan. In conclusion,
Lumpia is simply thebes
the best prices around.

Recipe ot the wee

2c cheddar cheese
Directions'.
Whip bean dip,
spread on a platter. S
the guacamole on topd
7 layer dip is the perfect bean
dip. Mix the taco
solution to your party-plat soning, mayonnaise,
ter troubles.
sour cream together,!
Ingredients:
as the third layer. Dice
2 cans bean dip
toes, olives, and onions
guacamole
the fourth, fifth and;
1 package taco seasoning
layers. Last is the di
l/2c mayonnaise
which needs to be ?
l/2c sour cream
and spread over the top
tomatoes
dish is a guaranteed
black olives
every party.
green onions

CATHERINE
WESTBROOK
Pacifican Staff Writer

The addicts' weekly fix of T.V. soaps and scanda
1997 King Features
Synd., Inc.

ALL MY CHILDREN:

when Felicia threatened Carl.
Rachel then alerted Gary
who found Alex had
left misleading clues
at the church. Later,
Alexander trapped
Rachel in the
church. Wait To
See: Felicia faces a
difficult decision.

engagement to Barbara. Jack
was upset about Carly being
part of his undercover
assignment. Molly pulled
another bluff by threat
ening to jump off a
widow ledge, and fell
for real. Wait To See:
Lily realizes she
may have to let
Holden go.

Gillian agreed to do some
investigating for Erica. Jake,
Allie, and Jack discussed the
long recovery period ahead
for Bianca. Trevor asked Janet
why she never mentioned
Tim blackmailing her to stay
away. Dimitri confronted a
AS THE
troubled Gloria. Brooke told
THE BOLD
Laura she must help her and
WORLD
AND THE
Jim find the sleazy photogra
TURNS:
pher. Wait To See: Dimitri
BEAUTIFUL:
Molly
made
an
plans a trip for Gloria and the
When
Sheila
appointment for an abor
baby.
demanded proof
tion hoping Holden will
that James wanted
arrive before her bluff
to marry her, he
is called. Emily was
ANOTHER WORLD:
gave
her
surprised
to
get
Matt refused to let Amanda
M a g g i e ' s
Lucinda's
blessing
for
take the blame for'Hadley's"
engagement
scheme. Rachel found Felicia her relationship with
ring. Lauren and
hiding in an abandoned David. At Tom and
Sally were determined to get
Margo's
Halloween
church and reluctantly gave
into the Forrester show in
her money to leave Bay City party, John announced his

»' ' r

:

r

Italy. James put his thoughts
on tape. Eric told Stephanie
he had something special
planned for her. Little did
Stephanie know Lauren did,
too. A distraught Taylor
believed Ridge was avoiding
her calls. Aboard the plane,
Brooke persuaded Ridge they
should join the "Mile High'
club. Wait To See: Brooke
learns Ridge is the father of
Taylor's baby.

DAYS OF OUR
LIVES:

Eric painfully revealed his
father's secret to Marlena: He
wants to remarry her before
he dies. In the jungle, Hope
and John fought off the attack
so Rolf would have time to
work on Roman's cure. In
Rome, Billie woke up in Bo's
arms. Meanwhile, Carrie

L.T chp
wondered why
thinking of Mdj
Stefano, Hope and
(and the
sun
plane crash and he J
to Salem while Mar
pared to marry
,
-tv. See: Stefano
c;tpfano has r
To
cure)

his own.

GENERA
HOSPfl^

Katherine told
press charges again5
Lw.
Luke can
Meanwhile,
^
incriminating P
Wyndemere,
^
found
themarranged for Sat*'
box of condo®
Nikolas' thingsed Lorraine's^
she induce an
$*5o#

LIVING ARTS
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such as Abbott and
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s/particle/moviecg
ther great movie site
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Warner Bros gives
the low-down on
movies and presents
really creative ways.
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Check out the links for L.A.
Confidential (my current
favorite movie) and Devil's
Advocate, as well as Warner
Bros classics like Contact and
Batman & Robin. WB's
Movie Page also lists the new
video releases now available,
and links to WB stores, DC
comics, and music sites too.
For cinema paraphernalia
log onto Movie Star News,
located at www.moivestarnews.com. This page has a
wide selection of past and

Max.

"ies to

group of students there. 1
brought a feeling of enjoy
ment to the campus."
"Like there weren't enough
things for us not to do on cam
pus," said junior Joe Gallina
"When there was nothing to
do, we just went to see
movie. Now we're back to
nothing to do at all."
Strange stated that if the
students want the movies
back, they will return.
Students are encouraged to
call the ASUOP office at 9462233.
present movie posters, made
especially for advertisement
purposes. From Breakfast at
Tiffany's to Pulp Fiction,
When Harry Met Sally to
Star Wars, Movie Star News
posters are only $15, plus
shipping and handling. It's
time to start
thinking
Christmas presents, and
movie posters, and other
stuff on the web, would
make gifts for friends. So
don't forget the Internet as a
source for great gift items.

stroll around the mall with a usually go to the mall with a
friend. Socializing is impor good idea of what I want or
tant, regardless of your aca need to buy and attempt not
demic career, and shopping to be distracted by anything
is an excellent chance for else. I love shopping and I
this. I personally get shop find it very enjoyable espe
ping urges a lot. Sometimes, cially with a friend when we
I ignore them, but other can share the experience.
times 1 give in and head to
So, take a break and hit
the mall. I try not to get the new and improved mall,
caught in the trap of spend and shop 'til you drop!
ing money just to spend it. 1

PORT CHARLES:

from page 14

rase involved a miss
edwho resembles
'!l Jo See: Felicia
cbcck out Mac's past.

,

Costello's Hold That Ghost
on October 31 through
November 1, are not a product
of the university. While the
response from the outside
community has been great to
these shows, the feeling
among some is that the theater
is there for UOP students, not
Stockton.
"1 think it really sucks,"
stated alumni Pete Linton
who ran the projection booth
last year. "There wasn't one
night that I showed a movie
that there weren't a large

Serena was placed with
Child Services after Scott's
arrest. Karen told Joe she's
planning to divorce Jagger.
Cooper continued to keep
Julie a prisoner. Meanwhile,
Nicole, Julie's mother, arrived
with
Bennett. Rex told
Danielle they must file for cus
tody of Serena. The Board
bombarded Matt with tough
questions. Wait To See: Mac
may have a way to clear Scott.

GUIDING LIGHT:
Annie continued to taunt
Reva with her knowledge
about Reva's missing sister.
Acting on a "tip" from Annie,
Dinah arrived in Chicago and
ruined Cassie's hopes of
regaining Tammy with Hart's
help. Jesse confronted the
thugs threatening Michelle.

Abby opened her door to her
worst Halloween nightmare.
Wait To See: Jenna faces a new
problem involving Buzz.

THE YOUNG AND
THE RESTLESS:

After Chris and Paul told
Brian how Phyllis drugged
him to get a blood sample for
Danny's paternity test, Brian
realized Daniel could be his
child and agreed to testify.
Chris realized Danny proba
bly had also been drugged to
believe he'd made love to
Phyllis. Ashley urged Cole to
sort out the problems in his
marriage to Victoria. Josh felt
he had met Sarah before.
Tricia found Nina being com
forted By Ryan. Wait To See:
Danny • disappears
with
Daniel.

Horoscopes

PAGF I S

What's in your futurp?

AQUARIUS
This is the week to be
assertive and go after what
you want in your career.
Place your accent on initia
tive. Later, you can feel free to
enjoy some leisure activities
with good friends.

A R I E S

Agreements with others
are easily reached early in the
week. Later, couples reach an
understanding
important
about their relationship. This
weekend, joy comes from cre
ativity, sports and other
entertainment.

T A U R U S

PISCES

A brighter financial pic
ture has you breathing a sigh
of relief. However, that does
n't mean you can go out on a
wild spree. Later in the
week, you handle a tough
problem at work successful
iy.

L E O

You won't continue to be
the apple of a certain per
son's eye if you insist on
breaking
appointments
Later in the week, a mini-getaway fills the bill. Couples
enjoy a weekend at a favorite
romantic spot.

V I R G O

Some are looking at some
type of home repair this
week. Family interests and
dealings with financial con
sultants are favored in gener
al. This weekend, be sure you
restock that empty larder.

n you re looKing tor nnancial backing for something,
this is the week to go after it.
You have a lot of energy now
and can make considerable
career gains. Watch extrava
gance over the weekend.

G E M I N I

LIBRA

You don't have to try so
hard to be the life of the party.
Others notice you anyway.
Tire weekend is favored for
romance and leisure activi
ties, provided you don't go
overboard.

C A N C E R
It's a week of fits and starts
for you as you're plagued
with inertia. Overall, howev
er, you manage to get done
what needs to be done. Be
persistent in your efforts and
you'll make career progress.
... ;\*fT

Some could be planning
for a special vacation. A lat
ter-week meeting with an
adviser is fruitful. This week
end, couples share a childrearing responsibility.

SCORPIO
That project you've been
putting off needs your atten
tion. You can no longer
afford to wait. Others are
impressed by your diligence.
This weekend, don't go over
board on a shopping expedi
tion.

SAGITTARIUS CAPRICORN
You're in a party mood,
put this will have to wait
until the weekend. For now,
t pere are things toJpe attend
ed to. It's a good week to
Speak out at group meetings
and expressing your views.
~

'o|. :-.'o -'5

Avoid a tendency to let
things get away, from you at
work. Pay* particular atten
tion to niggling details. This
weekend/both shopping and
family life are highlighted.
Indeed, it's a nice, quiet-time.

V
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ALEX ZAMANSKY
Entertainment Editor

Got any Ma$e?
LARA ZAMANSKY
Pacifxcan Staff Writer
Hey music fans, check it
out1" I
got the newest rap
artist to tell you about and let
me tell you he ^
is the next ' „
best thing to
Puff Daddy,
York despite the warnings of
(maybe
his ethical mother (Judith
better)!!!
Ivey) that New York is the
The rea
city of sin. The plot then
son that I
thickens when winning a
mention
case starts to become an
good
ol'
obsession for Lomax. Egged
Puff
is
on by Milton and polluted by
because
temptations
of
alcohol,
have
drugs, and sex, Lomax you
probably
ignores the neurosis and
this
mental decline of his wife. seen
new
rap
The climax of the movie
star
chillin'
slithers in when the manag
side by side in some of
ing officer of the firm, Eddie
Puff's videos. Yep, the
Barzoon (Jeffrey Jones) mys yummy looking guy dressed
teriously dies and Lomax s
in the bright vinyl astronaut
mother reveals some disturb
suit is a budding star. Girlies
ing news. Lomax decides its
gather around, (and boys
time to confront Milton and
too!), I present to you . . his real identity. What is
MASE!!!
behind this fast-life game
Many people are always
See Advocate, page 17 under the impression that all
' v e

these new rappers at
same and that theyy
the same sound,
here to tell you 04
Mase has got a souLu
all his own and hisji™
you grinding all nigl
in his album he says!
not here to replaced
B.I.G., but thai
|
wants to sue ||
live his|

Here is a piece of advice
that should be considered MELISSA DURKIN
golden. Never watch a movie Pacifican Staff Writer
while leaning your head side
"Abandon all hope, ye
ways against the mattress of a
who enter here." (Dante,
bed when you are sitting on
Inferno) We enter into the
the floor. The reason being,
you will have an incredible story of DEVIL'S ADVO
CATE through the eyes of
neck ache the next day, as I
Lomax
(Keanu
did last week. Fortunately, Kevin
voice
Reeves), a successful Florida
my girlfriend, Colleen, is an
lyrics
expert at giving massages lawyer with a 100% acquittal
about
(heh heh). Nuff said on that, rate for his clients—no mat
will
ter if they're "guilty as sin
you gi\|
though.
Has anyone heard that the or not. His success attracts
try.
residence halls are going to the attention of John Milton
belli
get fixed up (a/c and new of the New York firm Milton,
that
floors, etc.) since the 49ers will Chadwick, & Waters. Milton
what I
be practicing here for the next offers Lomax a luxurious
ning to d
10 years? It is a little disturb (rather gluttonous) lifestyle
Mas
ing though when you think in his firm. Lomax decides to
the man. First, he
about it. 1 mean, why does it relocate himself and his wife,
music videos wit!
Mary
Ann
(Charlize
Theron),
take a National Football team
See Most
to
a
lavish
apartment
in
New
like the 49ers to bring about
these necessary changes?
Ponder over it for a minute or
two and you will realize what
I am getting at.
and I both
, , ».
//t goti. flies in tv>w
oiroc' ' • friend
(
"I
my eyes
I would like to call to the RYAN HARSCH
the hills, And I wouldn't
sounded strange,
was all I could manage, no
attention of the students a Pacifican Staff Writer
blame her.
with about 500cc<
I felt as though I were doubt leaving the person on injected into its Y
problem that seems to hang
the other side of the door dis
over many of our heads. It is
Sometimes I feel as if I'm stuck in an episode of "The
was lounging
called "The List." We all on the fire escape of life, Twilight Zone." And it was turbed and perplexed.
;ti
The day went on in much hood.
know what it is. But why except there's no fire.
then that I had the Fear. It
1 couldn't take
the same way. In no time I
should there be such a thing?
One day I woke up and was then that I realized exact
I lunged out into
We all pay a lot of money to everyone I knew and lived ly what I had to do. was becoming claustropho Circle and beg
enjoy college life. We should with was sick. Dreadfully Quarantine myself. Confine bic, blind drunk on delirium. the bastard. ^
be able to go to a frat party sick. Worse than an outburst myself to the good old I said what the hell and danced on it,
swung out the stylish French
without having to make some of
the
Black
Plague. Cocktail Lounge until this
plated relieving j
connection the week before. Everyone, that is, except for whole thing blew over. But it doors of my room. I didn't And when the
need a sterilized gas mask. I
But don't blame this absurdity me.
wouldn't be so easy.
act was done,
on the frats, blame it on Public
For one thing there were didn't need a radiation suit. I
There was a strange feeling
,
Safety (aka Swat Team). If it stirring in my bones. Like flies, flies everywhere. I hate would face this thing head Release. vv
As
I
,
were up to them, there would wildfire. Like a swarm of flies. For an entire hour I sat on, grappling and wrestling
alarm sq"aW e t
be 75 people parties every bees surging through all my in the middle of the room, with the Beast.
to ** 'Screa >•
Then I heard it. I've been
where and we all know that veins and arteries. Man, I armed with a can of hairI You'll new' " "
that just isn't possible. It just should have called the maid spray and an old brown shoe. hearing it for weeks.
thought
I
was
completely
makes me mad.
weeks ago. Her name is Perhaps I'm way too para
Last week Halloween's Maria; she speaks in a heavi noid, but you don't even insane just up until the other
1 CU
,he "
0
party at Archania was awe ly muddled accent and I know.
day, when one of my good retired.:*
some. Of course, everyone never understand a single
A knock came at the door. friends made a remark about
was dressed up. I saw a lot of word she says. On Sundays I mentally brushed it away, that sound. I figured out that "Heat. Sic^
r-,
Car ala"11
s'
different costumes, but 1 think Maria takes all of my beer as if it were a fly.
it's a car alarm, activated
What'
the one that stands out the cans and sad bottles away
"Harsch? What the hell are whenever anybody walks or
most in my mind was the one and offers them to the recy you doing in there?"
drives by, breathes or even
worn by Derk Pippin: a milk cling gods for petty change.
I was delirious. I was sim looks at the damn thing. The
cow with utters and all. And If Maria saw the state of this ply out of my mind. The cat who owns the car has to
-:
See Soph Spot, page 17 j place now, she would run for flies. The Fear.
be some kind of asshole, my 3pm-

Fear and Loathing in Stockton
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rap artists and next thing
you know Mase has got a
couple jams out himself.
Actually, Mase has got a
whole album out right now.
just in case you haven't run
out to buy his album yet, the
title of his bompin' album is
"Harlem World". Mase has
got a great selection of guest
artists jammin' along in his
album.
Mase has Puff
Daddy, DMX, Lil'Kim, Billy
Lawerence, Total, Lil' Cease
& Jay-Z and 112 just to name
a few.
"Bad, bad, bad, bad boy,
you make me feel so good.
B a d ,
b a d
b a d
bad boy,
I would
n o t
change
it if I
could...'
That is Harlem World
just
a
taste of the lyrics you hear
in Mase's hit song, "Feel So
Good". More great songs
include "Do You Wanna Get
$ " and "Love You So".
Mase even slows things
down with his slow jam
"Jealous Guy". ( I think he
should stick to rapping and
let 112 have this one to
themselves.)
All in all, this new guy
Mase is grabbing everyone's
attention with his new
found fame. Mase has got
good looks and is loaded
with lots of talent. His
album "Harlem World" is
on sale now at every music
store, sooo ... what are you
waiting for, get yourself
Mase's new album!!!

Advocate
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Sweet like the Honeyrods

17

LARA ZAMANSKY
Pacifican Staff Writer
Are you a new band
groupie? If you are, then this
article is dedicated to you and
if you aren't the typical band
junkie, then maybe I can turn
you into one. I am convinced
that anyone would enjoy what
this band has to offer to the
music industry. Kick your
shoes off and let me tell you
about the band called "The
Honeyrods".
These five good looking
guys combined their abilities
to sing , play guitar and put a
bunch of songs together to cre
ate a smash album self titled
"The Honeyrods". Who are
these new guys? Michael Dale
is the talent behind the drums,
Jeremy Brashears plays bass,
Matt Clemmons and Chris
Hunter are the guitar boys
and Gordon Cabaniss is the
main vocalist. Sounds pretty
good so far, huh? Well it gets
better! The music that is...
There are twelve tracks on
the album "The Honeyrods".
They all have one thing in
common, that great alterna
tive sound that put you in that
wonderful mellow mood.

This is great music to blast in
the car on your way to . . .
well, any destination you
want. But, getting back to the
music, all their songs are
about emotions, how you feel,
past girlfriends and taking
chances. There is one song
that really stuck out in my
head as I listened to the
album. The song is called
"Pictures". One word to
describe this song . . . beauti
ful. The song is about an
image, an image of love.
Wouldn't you love to hear
someone sing to you, "it's
your call, I kept your pictures
just because, I love you?" I
know I would. But, don't let

my mushy side influence
you to believe that these
guys are all about romance,
there are also several down
to earth songs as well. "Her
Majesty's Secret Service" is
all about taking risks. If you
have ever been in that love
kind of hurts state of mind,
the song "Love Bee" is per
fect for you.
The Honeyrods seem like
a bunch of great guys who
are succeeding in fulfilling
their dreams of making it in
the music world. In my
opinion, The Honeyrods
have a lot of potential and
will probably be around for a
long time.

Nonsensical

-- 3? ®

«®ii
Who am I, you

RYAN HARSCH

i-

a bozo.
I like to climb Burns Tower
and urinate on your pretty rosebushes,
I like to perform hapless karate tricks

Chinese take-out.
A twisted version of the American Dream.

has turned into something
of a spectator's arena, where
that Lomax rather easily the manipulations of the
participates in; what does lawyer triumph over justhe apple of "success" he tice? (The allusions to the
has taken a bite of really sig O.J. Simpson case in the
nify? This movie is definite movie are depressingly hysly FOUR-STAR because of terical.) Do you un"conthe richness of moral ideas science"ly blame immoral
bubbling within it. Have decisions on the Devil and
you taken a look recently at not your own free will? This
the importance of ambition, movie gives the viewer a
drive, and materialism in take on what evil looks like
current society? Have you for the 21st century. The
noticed that the courtroom fantastical elements make
continued from page 16
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I am the voice that rouses you from torpid
tarpaulin slumbers
and demands action,
NOW!
I am God,
and so are you.
Just a person with a whole lot of
crap
on his holy soul.
I am the face,
you have to know it.

the issues
seem farther
away from
home, but I
would not
think it too
remote
to
venture that
the current
and upcoming world
resembles a
Paradise
Lost rather Keanu Reeves and Al Pacino conversing.
closely.

FxiTRRTAINMENT
What do you want
to do tonight
Brain?

it
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Side
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10. Johnnie
Cochran (He
Outraged)
T
w|Uc*to«w»
IAHP I
autttwr 1

8. Shaft (Dam
Straight)

'•>ij K&B&

»L

Alex's MIOITAL

9. Sean Com
(He's Scottish)

FoRcAtT for this week

7. Richard
Simmons (As
Shield)

haze turns to clouds, thunder is heard (you have a test tomorrow)
MONDAY

sunshine all day long (Pacifican comes out)
cool, starry evening (dinner at dining halls is good)

pouring rain (class in five minutes and you just now awake)
moderate temps and clouds (well, it is Monday)
clouds disperse by evening (the day is over)

FRIDAY

sunshine all day long (hey, it's Friday!)
full moon with lots of stars (party time!)

6. The Lone
Ranger (He ft
For The Sidei
Good)

TUESDAY

SATURDAY

late sunrise (long night, eh?) .
afternoon is foggy (let the alcohol wear off)
blue moon with shooting stars (you can see this how you want to)
SUNDAY

late sunrise (long, but gooooood night)
afternoon is covered in a haze (do you study or stay in bed?)

frostbitten and clear (there is always that 8am Tuesday class)
warming up by afternoon (it has to, badminton is at 1pm)
clear night, but cold (Wednesday classes are around the comer)
WEDNESDAY

warm in morning (you have this rare urge to get going with a smile)
afternoon is hot (those Carlos Pepper burritos are spicy!)
clear and slightly breezy night (Soph Spot tomorrow!!!)

I 5. Betty Crocl
Hear She Cat
Wield A Spot

Alan Ray's jolces

A. Austin Poi
(For SH-T5 «
I Giggles Bab]

veb site: http://www.teleioke.com

1

Dr. Alan Ray is a professor of Cooimimkation, who shares his sense of humor through-th? Pacifican and has a daily colurn in the LA. Times
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MAYOR MOONBEAM
Ex-Califomia governor and
presidential candidate Jerry
Brown will run for mayor of
Oakland. He seeks to enter
politics because less travel is
involved. Trips between plan
ets can be hell.

CHINA CHAIR
China's president is in the U.S.
He marveled at the colonial
village of Williamsburg,
Virginia. Maybe one day his
country can modernize, too.
CHINAMAN
China's president is visiting
the U.S. Of course, Beijing has
its down side. Back home, his
son just made the varsity firing
squad.

.

.

GORE GAG
A1 Gore is positioning himself
for a run at the Whiterlouse in
2000. He lives by his good
book. The white pages.
-"r

*

!

l|l§lfltl flji 1 - 11
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3. Elizabeth
i (SHWING M*

HILLARY 50
Hillary Clinton turned 50,
Gifts poured in. In fact, some
of her friends made the first
lady her very own license
plate.

| 2. Queen f
II (You K"°*
Can Whoof

*

-

>

„

BARKELYBASH
Charles Barkely was arrested
in a bar fight. The brawl
apparently was over a
woman. Some guy was
harassing him about Dennis
Rodman.

j
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CALENDAR

I HCAN

k 6, 1997

Academic Affairs
Committee

lay,
iiber6, 1997

Monthly Meetings
McCaffrey Center
Rm. 2:30 p.m.

L Concert Series
L Center Stage

Conf.

Pacific Athletic
Foundation

ASUOP

Reception

UOP Men's Basketball

Senate Meeting
George Wilson Hall
7 p.m.

Ruth McMasters & Miguel
Guerrero
Reynolds Gallery in Art
Center 7 p.m.

vs. Silute, Lithuania
Exhibition Game
Spanos Center 7 p.m.

UOP Prospect
Research Office

Saturday,
November 8, 1997

All Day Research Seminar
Regents' Dining Rm. 9 a.m.

Classic Movie Series

Career Services

"Roll on Texas Moon"
McCaffrey Theatre 4 p.m.

Physical Therapy Job Fair
Raymond Common Room
1 p.m.

The Wright Group

SHAC
Weekly Meeting
Private Dining Rm. McCaf.
7 p.m.

Women's
Volleyball
Hospitality
Pacific Athletic Club
5:30 p.m.

UOP Women's
Volleyball

ining Rm. McCaf.

Computer Science

vs. Boise State
Spanos Center 7 p.m.

ity ot the
Libraries

ACM Club Meeting
WPC 123
12 p.m.

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship

eries: "What's the

Pacific Model UN Club

Prayer Meeting
Morris Chapel 9 p.m.

Inference Room

Weekly Meeting
George Wilson Hall
5 p.m.

\f the VP for
Facilities

[dt School of

Intervarsity Pacific
Christian Fellowship
Weekly Meeting
McCaffrey Center Conf.
Rm. 7 p.m.

[or Family Business
Conference
I' Rm./Regents DR

jE

School of
Pharmacy/CCPC
Pharmaceutical
Care
Seminar
Pharmacy
Classroom D121 5 p.m.

Friday,
November 7, 1997

Biology Department
Association of Filipino
Americans
In Education Meeting
Classroom Building 122
6 p.m.

Ensemble 20/21
Concert
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
8 p.m.
•

SHO Ml

THE PACIFICAN

—

Drug & Alcohol
Program
Course: Sex, Drugs & Teens
WPC 213 9 a.m.

UOP Men's Water
Polo
vs. UC Berkeley
Kjeldsen Swimming Pool
12 p.m.

•"

(xAfctlS
ft

Educational Workshop
Classroom Building 170
8 a.m.

B
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T
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JAPANESE CUISINE •£1

• C • A • F • E •
CLQSID NQNDAYT!

Traditional Japanese Delicacies... To Go or Eat In

Seafood, Sushi, Meat/Fowl

CLQSEo TvESDAY LCNCHES

Lunch: Monday - Saturday 11:30 to 2:15
Dinner: Monday - Saturday 5:00 to 9:00

DINMER

LuldcM
| Wit TmRii SuHi 1-1:50-2:30

TuEs ThRu SuN

5:00-9:00

Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved From the Bone

"Stockton's Best"
Hamburger
100% Pure Ground Fresh Chuck. All
natural Pacific Coast Grain Fed Beef

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
REsERvATioNs AccEPTEr

from our Wood Burning Oven

474-6585

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips

6629 EHBARCACERO DKIVE

nday

csday

$4 Pitchers

—

?t beer

—

GRILL

Monday

Ladies Night
$1 well drinks & $1 drafts

led imP0

TAN FELIPE

— Football via Satellite

&$elllte —

Wednesday

HRfeh*.. Complimentary sodas
for all designated drivers

BEN MOLT & 1-5

Now Serving

STOCKTON'S ONLY
Drive Thru Espresso

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters

featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley's Best

Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

We only use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and pork...
Their feed is a sweet granola of corn and grains...
The old fashioned way.

Salads

• World's First Oyster Burrito • Fresh Fish Tacos
• Jumbo Garlic Prawns • Rotisserie Chicken
1 Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Came Asada (grilled steak)
• Carnitas (roast pork)

Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

. Phone Orders: (209) 953-6261
4601 Pacific Avenue (one block south of March Lane)

1612 Pacific Ave.

We accept ATM, VISA, Discover, & Mastercard

ATM. V/SA, Dunrtr & MasterCard

FRESH

*

NATURAL

«

463-6415

NO LARD

I

CALENDAR
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VOP Counseling
Center

Pacific Athletic
Foundation
Women's
Volleyball
Hospitality
Pacific Athletic Club
5:30 p.m.

International Students'
Support Group
Bechtel Center Conf. Rm
4:30 p.m.

UOP Women's
Volleyball vs.

Intramurals

New Outside Patio Seating
7 Satellite TV's
Monday Night Football
Now Open on Sat & Sun at 9am

Long Beach State
Spanos Center 7 p.m.

Official's Meeting
WPC 119
8 p.m.

Sunday; November
9, 1997

Tuesday;
November 11,1997

Drug & Alcohol
Program

WASC Task Force

Course: Sex, Drugs & Teens
WPC 213
9 a.m.

Nike Pacific
Volleyball

2124 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4 • STOCKTON. CA 9520

(209) 478-6290

6262 West Lane

Monday,
November 10,1997

Committee Meeting
Taylor Conference Room
3:30 p.m.

Woodwind

I

iStarship Troopers - K

I Mad City - R
Daily: (1:55,2:25.4:30.5:05)
7:45. 9:45,10:10
Early Show FSS & Tues:
(11:35.12:05)

Dr. Todd Wipke
Classroom Building 170
11 a.m.

I Bean - PG-13

Daily: (1:30,3:30.5:30)
7:30,9:35
Early Show FSS & Tues: (11:40)

Art: Four Views
1997 Fall Lecture Series
Albright Auditorium
WPC
3:30 p.m.

in

Coupon:
Only $1113
Per Gam

477-0267
5939 Pacific Ave.
Stockton 95207

w

[Boogie Nights - R
1 Daily: (4:00) 7:00.10:05
Early Show FSS &Tues: (1:00)

(To <2 a

I Know What You Did
Last Summer - R

Daily: (2:30,5:00) 7:40, 10:00
Early Show FSS & Tues: (12:00)

Fairy Tale - PG

Pacific Ave Bowl

23(K) W. Alpine Ave. 462-6668
(1 Block From 1-5)

1 Daily: (1:40,2:10,4:25,4:55)
7:05.7:35.9:50,10:15
Early Show FSS & Tues: (11:30)

Conservatory of Music The Pacific Experience
Pacific Arts
Quintet
Morris Chapel
2 p.m.

955-5680

SANDWICHES • FRESHSAIADS • SOu?
HARP-a®

Bargain
in ()
f7»j]
L»UI team Matinees
•
x,
jJLI
AdvanceTicket Sales
Available at the Box Office

f'"i

1997 Graduate
Seminars

Club Volleyball Tryouts
Main Gym
10 a.m.

!&jMmS

AUTHENTIC
NEWYOKKSTYLEPIZZA

Daily: (2:20,4:50)
Early Show FSS & Tues: (12:10)

Q
•MM

Oak
Park

In & Out - PGI3
Daily: 7:15.9:25

[Showtimes for Fri-ThursJ
11/07-11/13

Plus
Free Sh
Let's Go Bowlin

ft.

LA BOl JLANGERIE
F R E N C H

B A K I R V

* *

C A F I

La Boulangerie Freshly Baking Daily on Site
Something New at Your La Bou
Croissants
Bagels

Coffee
Tea
Espresso
_
Cappuccino
Cafe au Lait
Cafe Mocha
Iced Coffees

Muffins

Scones
Applestrudel
Sandwiches
Salads
Gyros

Stop By our Grand Canal Location to see our new Meeting / Party Room.
#1 2324 Grand Canal Blvd.
(Near the Hilton)
478.4782 (fax orders) 478.4780

#2 in the
-

Sherwood Mall
472.0995

^hone^rder^accej3tedjil^ia^Dhx>n^^i^a>^

Monday
Night
Football
All You Can Eat!

Ribs and Chicken $9.00
Open 7 Days a Week

Sun. & Mon. 1I:30am- 10:00pm
Tues.-Thurs. 11:30am-11:00pm
Fri. & Sat. 11:30am-12:00am

HI

|'

1

2

CASTLE

j"l• ADAMS ST

1 BASKIN
| BOBBINS

• 157 W. Adams
464-BREW
Just off Pacific Ave. on the Miracle Mile.
Behind Baskin Robins.

UOP DISCOUNT
Bowling just \l
a game with
student ii
ft—

M

Coffee Shop+

3900 WEST LANE ,
tracks 466*3317

Railroad

CALENDAR

College of the Pacific
Italian Film Festival
WPC 140
7 p.m.

School of
International Studies
it School of
Luncil Meeting
111 112

< Center
Jinch"
liing Rm. McCaf.

trial Life &
Head

Residents'

Center Conf.

Evening Classes
George Wilson Hall
6 p.m.

UOP Women's
Basketball vs.

Wednesday\
November 12,1997

leting
hference Rm.

Legal Advice by Appt.

pf the Pacific
lice
I Italian & Italian
I 218, 236, 214,

ication

in

Attorney Ronald Korock
5:30 p.m.
Call 946-2233

Admissions
Staff Meetings
McCaffrey Center
Rm.
9 a.m.

Conf.

lent

School of
International Studies

East

Evening Classes
George Wilson Hall
6 p.m.

Beaulu
jJyWant The Best.
1,1 Formals"
?®8S>2 $10
~ "" JO-MS $35
S20
•'•9 14
*8 S20

Sl,

J2
$,«

22—&5:5
$u
55 $ 4
~ ""O $« $40
JMllcls

frMEW STUDENT]
DENTAL PLAN
No charge for
diagnosis and x-rays
°niy

$5700

•"r^ " per year
Save money and your teeth!
Enroll Now!
'all for a brochure - (800) 655-3225

Eye Exam
$ 39.00 *
®e9U,ar'«

With r
$ 44.00)
LfJ"
.UP°n W l y TThrough
h r o u g h 12-3197
12 3197
0f
^SlOTlal
.
Comnr4
,h4,nc{,
ci.eeS * Comprehensive
l?r

Pres/
Waucoma, Eye Health
r> «...
For EyeGlasses
mi
•
chaelJohnson O.D.
M ,368-9660
Kettleman Ln. Lodi
E*trq
$W^OO^j£^Vitt^ougor^

j„

For Rent/For Sale

Large Two Bedroom, One Bath

Two Weeks Free-Drake Apts., 838 W. Stadium, $6957mo. 2
bedroom, 1 bath. PME 465-5000.
Services
Foreign Students-visitors. DV-1 Greencard Program availa e. 1-800-773-8704 & (818) 882-9681. Applications close
November 16.

General Office/MGR Trainees. Noexp. req~-willtrain.
FT/PT, start immediately. If not earning $650/wk. Call (209
951-6835.
Make $3000 or more in a month marketing long distance
and paging. Flexible hours, no quotas and no gimmicks' Call
(209) 472-7760.
&
'

Drake Apartments
838 W. Stadium
More In Special
Two Weeks Free !

» Vh

1-1(1 K.\I :i».

ORLY

THE ONE AND ONLY
MATCHMAKER

Fund-Raising

The Pacific Experience

Itee

Events

For Rent

Help Wanted

Cassovia Kosice
Exhibition Game
Spanos Center
7 p.m.

1997 Fall Lecture Series
Albright Auditorium
WPC
3:30 p.m.

I p.m.

Classifieds

The Ultimate fund-raisers for greeks, clubs, and motivated
individuals are available now. Fast, easy & no financial oblig
ation. For more information call: (888) 51A-PLUS ext. 51.

For Your Information
November 18 more than 2,500 fourth and fifth grade stu
dents from throughout San Joaquin County will be attending
two back-to back educational concerts — "Steppin' Out with
the Stockton Symphony!" These two 45 minute concerts will
be performed at 9:30am and 10:30am at the Stockton
Symphony's home concert hall, San Joaquin Delta College's
Atherton Auditorium. Call (209) 951-0196 for more informa
tion.
We need classified ads at the Pacifican! If you have some
thing to sell or rent, are looking for something to buy, or need
some help, we can advertise for you - very cheap! Call Laura
at 946-2114.

WHAT IS THE MEDIA
SAYING ABOUT ORLY?

The Phil Donahue Show

'Oriy # a way* wemtf sualmuta '

Ron Rtagan Show

'OA. horna .TOIchBaker.."

Salh jcsst Rafael Show

tkh $«ivkt isdvsgrwd for the pttlm <uls
AM to* Angeles show
'two of 0Hy< sir&s ««»• itamtd t:ve t - ihc|
show.. The wxxifeg <ishe star'
Eywitness Sm{AB0
"Ortv wrdd ntr$i Atned nui< hmaker .'

KTIA Mommy Sews

Oriy. sruShnaker in arttor

Jewish T.Y. Network

'Ofiyna re«i mr-jfp footer
Mornd M iQiams Show

"Ofh 's<to*s the

A.M Philadelphia Show

"Orty's (Sens it wnpir »p tfihe fee ;

'Model open daily

Cleveland Tonight Show

•Orf-,.aE*diot'cls«

'Unique 1,2 & 3
bedrooms

A? At T ¥ I * TS

' Park - like setting

«<- ,vv

'Fireplaces
*Pool/Spa

dt isate

Orange County Sews Channel
XHy »staupqg* wishes. *
AM Northwest Show Oregon

f

SMythrwrandaii? aukisato .*
Good Evening Seattle Show

Best Value!
Best Location!!

9ns»in mvunot Sasuwtuue ."

Tbe Dimi Petty Show. Canada

"Oiy his a sitth sense."
National Enquirer

Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Orive • (209) 957-6710

"OH)' hasa stein!dale !r*sou
Orange Gouty Regeacr

"ttts ln> a ntakh for ihr sacut vajes

Comfortable living...
at Adobe Haciendas
Spacious 1 & 2 Bedrooms

• 2 NEW LAUNDRIES
• AIR CONDITIONED

• GAS INCLUDED
• FREE BASIC CABLE
• NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH PROGRAM
• ON-SITE SECURITY

478-1950

oowa

f|

[)

Los Angela Times

•Odstn&'foNihendsiadsacttssfid .*
Dallas Morning Newspaper

I Beserh HilK Today

I YMfKdicRilklhitee'l'nsairJM*,

KF1 Talk Radio
I XMyuMduiBtik awdi«nse..'
111AC \astoiUr Radio
'Oris isscrfchntsraAT-Tjir

• QUIET & SHADY
• 2 INvrn-vG SWIMMING POOLS
• PRIVATE BALCONIES St PATIOS

39 GATEWAY CT OFF EL DORADO & MARCH LN

The Heritage Verity

1Ws is tta. <u8>- o6

FREE

CLOSE TO MALLS
& COLLEGES

AO MIM TIN PIM >M HAN If SIB A

(AKMWAT • Kcvrrh HilK

I J T

PORTS

j
Intramural Update

JOE LEBEL
Pacifican Guest Writer

On
Halloween
Eve
PTlstyr. prevailed in a tough
match with the Tigers 14-16.
15-7,15-1- PT improves to 31 with the victory.

The John B. BombJl
remained undefeated]l
15-2, 15-12 drubbi„J
Southwest Crew who
0-2 in the intercont
match.
10/30:
Lomotil Stat (1-0) J
ly defeated AKL (fL
final of 17-15,15-7.1
Co-Rec C:

10/28:
In the only game i
week, VSA improved!
with a straight gamei
of winless AXE2 (0-3)

Upcoming Events:
Bowling takes
tomorrow at Pacific 1
Bowl at 3pm...Entries!
annual
Pre-H
Basketball Classic
Monday!
and ']
SuperHoops 3x3toura
close on Wed. the 1211
tournament will be hi
Sat. the 15th...

JOSH MONTERO
Pacifican Staff Writer
Last weekend was the first
of two late season major
homestands for the women's
volleyball team. This time
around the Tigers were host
ing No. 6 UC Santa Barabara,
and Cal Poly SLO.
Friday night the Gauchos in
town for a little trick-or-treating. However, the Tigers tried
to trick the Gauchos, and
almost treated themselves to a
major upset.
After looking overwhelmed
in the first game with UCSB,
the Tigers took two of the best
games all season, going up 2-1
in the match. Sophs Sara
Bronson and Jennica Smith
had 10 and 14 kills respective
ly in the two games, as the
Tigers looked poised.
lowest supplement prices GUARANTEED

UOP SPECIAL
10% discount on all
supplements and services
for students
UNLIMITED
$29QQ/
MONTH

TANNING

Co-Rec A:
10/27:
The Tigers defeated Hot
Diggety (0-3) 15-4, 15-7 to
improve to 2-1.

10/28:
PTlstyr. got above the
.500 mark with a 15-3, 15-8
defeat of Hot Diggety (0-4)
10/30:

4343 Pacific Ave Suite C I Stockton CA 95207

(10/31/97)

(11/2/97)

—"—"
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sjoccer

p casts spell on
j and Sac State

ASQUEZ
n Staff Writer
night

at

Stagg

Stadium, on a warm

night the Tigers
n No. 19 BYU.
IP women's soccer
,ed the regular seaixtremely high note
eir first-ever game
nationally ranked
nd closing out the
edule by easily
jcramento State,
ranked 19th in the
j boasted a 17-1
ng into the game,
rs took a 1-0 halfwhen freshmen
imer laid off a per) suddenly resurd Jamee Lucchesi,
2 assists in the last
ho then blistered a
past a diving BYU
ly in the second
|y Woolgar increased
lead by scoring her
ling 10 goal of the
rocketing a 20 yard
the upper left hand
the goal again beatlrs goalkeeper Dana

atch remained 2-0

until the 80th minute when
BYU's Shauna Ruhbock broke
Pacific's spell by scoring on a
through ball from Kim Lowe.
Sara Reading then tied the
score at 2-2 three minutes later.
"At that point we were real
ly being pressured. We had to
dig deeper then ever before to
over come what was suddenly
a gut check situation," said
UOP coach Keith Coleman.
The Tigers responded to the
challenge in amazing fashion,
with Michelle Gardner taking
a pass from Nikki Lasher in
front of the BYU goal and slip
ping it past an onrushing
Styles for the game winner
with a mere 47 seconds left to
play.
"They have only lost three
games in the last two years, it
really feels good to know that
we are accountable for one of
the losses. This should give us
the momentum to carry us
into the playoffs," said Yvette
Valdez, Pacific's assistant
coach.
Last
Sunday,
Stagg
Memorial Stadium, The Tigers
rounded out the regular sea
son by defeating the Sac State
Hornets in a business like
manner. The team scored 2

SPORTS

CS CORNER
C. COLTON
Pacifican Sports Editor
Great effort

Last Friday's women's vol
leyball game at the Spanos
Center vs. UCSB was the
most entertaining game I've
seen at Spanos all year. First
off, we played one of the pre
mier teams in the nation, No.
6 UCSB. Secondly, despite
the loss the Tigers played
with a lot of emotion and
heart as it took the Gauchos
five games to put the Tigers
away. The next night they put
away Cal Poly SLO. This was
not the team that lost to Sac
State ...

the ball float by in mid-air.

UCI at the Big West soccer
tournament. Good luck,
Tigers!
Hoop nerds

The women's basketball
squad was adorned as a
bunch of geeks on Halloween
at the Spanos Center. They
had great costumes and they
y e l l e d
their

goals in each half and out shot
their opponent 23-8. Two of
the goals came off the foot of
senior Dana Vasquez with
sophomores Debbie Merz and
Lucchesi adding one apiece.
The game also marked the
fourth shutout of the season
for goalkeeper Kim McCaskey
and the Tigers' defense.
"This was a nice way to fin
ish off the regular season and I
was very happy that the team
was able to refocus and play
so well after such a big win on
Friday," said Coleman.
The win improved Pacific's
record to 14-5 as they head to
Irvine this weekend for the
Big West Soccer tournament.
The team not only had to
refocus on Sacramento State,
but also had to say goodbye to
four of the players who have
helped to build the foundation
for what has become a highly
competitive soccer team. Prior
to the contest Seniors Kim

Rayne Mahaffey. The show is
usually hosted by Mike
Millerick, Dave Roselli, or
Bob Highfill. The show is
done live from Garlic Bros.
Restaurant, so drop by and
check it out if you're going
out to eat.
Good show for H20

The men's water polo team
rallied in the second half last
Saturday against the No. 1
ranked Pepperdine Waves.
They still lost 10-7, but that's
pretty good considering they
were down 7-1 at half.
Serving for dollars

JEP

h e a d 0
off...
Landmark for soccer
Tiger Talk
The UOP women's soccer
There's a great little radio
team showed why it is hav
ing its best season ever last show called Tiger Talk that
weekend by defeating No. 19 airs weekends on KJAX 1280
BYU in a squeaker at A.A. AM. It's a one-hour sports
Stagg Memorial Stadium. show that focuses mostly on
Michelle Gardner scored in UOP sports and it airs usual
the 90th minute of the game ly for an hour on Saturdays at
giving the Tigers a 3-2 lead. noon. The show is at 5:30
Coach Keith Coleman has p.m. on Saturdays if Cal foot
really done great things to get ball is broadcast. Last
the program where it is and I Saturday, the guests were
UOP golf coach Ted Balmer
really commend him fot it...
and
golfer Jason Preeo, UOP
Good luck in tourney
The soccer team will head soccer player Kim "Tommy"
to Irvine this Friday to face Thompson and coach Keith
Coleman, and Hoopster

Seniors

Vatches
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Hawkins, Darlene Okita, Kim
Thompson,
and
Dana
Vasquez were honored as this
year's graduating class. Okita
, who transfered to Pacific
from Oregon State, has had a
banner year and finished the
regular season second in the
Western Region and 11th in
the nation for assists.
Hawkins, Thompson and
Vasquez are Pacific's first-ever
four year players and have
truly lived this rags-to-riches
story. "In their first season the
team won only three games,
but the team has consistently
improved and they are the
true reason that we have been
so successful as of late.
Without their help and dedi
cation we would still be a sub
par team with no real future. I
will truly miss all of them, we
will never be able to replace
the personality and insight
that they have added to our
program,"
said
coach
Coleman.

I finally got my chance to
serve for dollars at the volley
ball game last Saturday. For
the first time this year some
one won the money. It wasn't
me. But, at least I got it over
the net.
Club soccer is broke

The men's club soccer
team had a fantastic year fin
ishing 9-3-2 and being ranked
the No.l club team in Region
VI (West and Intermountain).
They were even invited to the
National Club Champion
ship Tournament in Georgia
but they have no funding to
make the trip. They even
have to provide their own
uniform shorts. What a
shame.

NCAA Water Polo

(11/1/97)
Pepperdine 10
Pacific

(Yegiyants 3)
(11/2/97)
Air Force 11
Pacific
14
(Basye 4, Yegiyants 3,

NCAA Soccer

Junior forward Wendy
Woolgar (Glendale, AZ)
was named the Big West
Player of the Week for the
week of Nov. 4 after lead
ing Pacific to a pair of
home victories over No. 19
BYU and Sac State last
weekend. Woolgar scored
one goal and two assists in
the two games.
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'Football' returns to UO
p.r

"oo.W/

-K league

champ,om/,* gave

a, Stagg
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MIKE PHILLIPS
Pacifican Staff Writer
MM
It might not be NCAA or
mmmi
iiiim
Cal football but it was the
championships.
Monday's game was the
culmination of a great season
for two intramural 'A' league
flag football teams, Archania
and the Physical Terrorists.
The stage was set for a great
game.
It began very even, with
both teams playing well in the
first half, without anything
spectacular.
The score at the end of the
half was Archania 7-6. The
tone of the game really
' - /s- '
' changed, however, with the
kickoff to begin the second
half. The Terrorists looked like
a new team, and were able to
2
i
»
move the ball down the field
' • >
* •
•» jlJPI
quickly and score a touch
« - -rSA n .'i
down to put them in the lead.
V,.*'*
m
m
m
m
Archania looked to score
1
is
Wn &
when they ran the ball back to
the 30 yard line, but their luck
I
• •—
-1
.
•»>
—
changed when the terror
began to reign with an inter Ray Ray Sakutna, dark jersey, chases quarterback Darren Johnson of the Physical Terrorists as John
ception. It only took P.T. two
plays to score again, bringing
the score to Archania 7,
Physical Terrorists 18.
What happened next could
have been a clip from Sports
The UOP women's soccer
Bloopers. A Physical Terrorist
was running the ball down the
team scored a big win
field when he faced an Archite
over No. 19 BYU last
and decided to pass the ball
Friday:
The Tigers also
over the defender's head, only
defeated Sacramento
to catch it again and keep runState 4-0 to close out the
ning.
Archania was able to bring
regular season.
it together enough to score one
Tomorrow
night they will
more time, bringing the final
battle UC Irvine in the
score to Physical Terrorists 25,
Big West Tournament.
Archania 14. It was fun to see
UOP football return to the
See story on page 23.
Stadium, even if it wasn't
intercollegiate competition.
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Gearing up
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Left: Nik
Lasher p
and dirN
weekend*
victory

State. Tl>
niidfiehk

help lend
Tigers in
Big Wesl

Tourne"
weekend

Volleyball at Spanos Center last weekend; See

